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British Carriagedriving Council Minutes 
 

 

The Kegworth Hotel, Packington Hill, Kegworth, Derbyshire, DE74 2DF  
  

Thursday 26th January 2017 at 9.30am 
 
 

1 Present at the Meeting: James Broome, Frank Campbell, Angela Flanagan, Ben Freer, 
James Rooney, Chris Smith and David West.  
The Chairman welcomed the new co-opted Council members. 
Apologies were received from Jane Isaac and Dick Lane. 
The minutes were taken by the Executive Officer, Mary Kusin. 

2 Conflicts of interest 
No new conflicts of interest were noted. Conflicts with individual agenda items will be noted during 
the meeting. New Council members submitted completed forms. 

3 Election of Treasurer 

Ben Freer was proposed by CS, seconded by JB and agreed unanimously. 

4 Election of Vice-Chairman 
CS asked for expressions of interest in this role. FC put his name forward in a support role rather 
than with the assumption of automatic progression to take on the role of Chair. JB noted both DL 
and JI would be good in this role. JB felt he did not have time to give any more to the BC Council 
than he does at present. FC suggested defining a role for the Vice Chair. CS will produce this and 
bring it to the next meeting.  

5 Committee Composition for 2017 

CS noted one of the difficulties with this was the lack of detail of the structure of 
committees in the Memorandum and Articles. He queried why some were Working Groups 
rather than Committees. JB said that Working Groups were intended to be active while 
Committees were more an advisory or decision making group. JB felt that Julia’s 
appointment made the Working Group for PR redundant. CS proposed having Council 
ratify the Committees annually at the last meeting of every year to ensure up to date 
information in the Yearbook. 
Rules: This committee currently comprises CS (Chair), Philip Bateman, George Bowman 
Snr. and Andrew Counsell. This was proposed by JB, seconded by DW and unanimously 
agreed to retain this committee in its existing format. 
Judges: JR noted that the current members were Philippa Thompson (Chair), JR, AF, 
George Bowman Snr, Stuart Roberts, Sheila Petitpierrre and Louise Ruffe. This was 
proposed by JB, seconded by FC and unanimously agreed to retain this committee in its 
existing format. 
BF queried whether or not the Chair should be a member of Council. It was felt that the 
present system worked as long as there was a member of Council to report back from the 
committee. 
F&GP: DW proposed that the F&GP Committee should comprise CS (Chair), BF, JB and 
Barry Hilditch. This was seconded by AF and agreed unanimously. It was noted that the 
intention was for Barry to continue in this role for one year. 
Competitions: CS proposed that this was retained in its present format. This was 
seconded by JR, and agreed unanimously. This committee comprises Ian Gilbert (Chair), 
DL, JB and DW. It was noted that the current members were all Council members (other 
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than the Chair) although they had been appointed to the Competitions Committee first. JB 
noted much of the role of the Chairman was administrative. JR confirmed that the Training 
Committee were responsible for overseeing officials’ training. FC asked if the 
Competitions Committee should be responsible for dealing with problems at events. CS 
referred to the ongoing plan to have surveys to identify issues at events. The specifics of 
who will action these will be dealt with at a later meeting. 
Health and Safety: It was noted that, with the resignation of Ray Bragg, this committee 
now comprised Peter Bridson (Chair), Chris Doughty and Tony Bache. MK noted that 
Chris Doughty was not a BC member and CS felt it was inappropriate for him to remain on 
this committee as he would be uninsured. FC noted he was happy to be involved from the 
perspective of data analysis and communication. CS proposed FC, Peter and Tony. This 
was seconded by JB and agreed unanimously. 
Publicity Working Group: BF noted it was advantageous to retain a sounding board for 
Julia and this will be discussed under 7.10. JB referred to the way he saw Julia’s role 
developing regarding press releases and promotion of the sport. 
MK referred to the statistics for the Facebook posts she had published at Olympia. The 
most popular post was the video of the victory celebration which had been shared 868 
times and been viewed 57,000 times. BF felt that social media was second to the web-site 
as the shop window for the sport. JB felt a social media strategy could be the way forward. 
BF volunteered to prepare a strategy.  
Training: The Chair is currently JR with AF and Philip Bateman supporting. CS asked if it 
would be helpful to split the group with one focusing on athletes and the other on officials. 
JR agreed this idea should be adopted as the 2 roles were very different. JB proposed JR 
and Philip Bateman retain responsibility for stewards and officials training. This was 
seconded by CS and agreed unanimously. AF will report back with suggestions of an 
additional individual to assist her at the next meeting. 

6 Minutes of the previous meeting 

CS noted 17.1 should indicate that Barry Hilditch was a member of F&GP rather than the 
Chair. CS asked Council to agree the minutes and make any corrections within one week 
of receiving them from MK. He asked that these should now be approved by e-mail prior 
to being published and therefore be ready to be signed at the next meeting. 

7 Matters arising 

1. Para-equestrian drivers – lap strap versus harness: MK noted she had no 
further information. CS suggested deferring this item until JI was present. 

2. Progress re cascade of safety information: Due to personal circumstances, 
Peter Bridson asked Tony Bache to report on his behalf. Tony reported that the 
Safety Committee have considered the need for dissemination of H & S 
information and do not think Accident and Incident reports require to be circulated 
outside of the Committee. They recommend that any incidents of dangerous 
driving or animal welfare should be reported as soon as possible to all future 
event organisers, PoJs and TDs. Then annually, the Safety Committee should 
analyse the forms received from events and send a synopsis to Council. 
CS suggested rewording this to say dangerous incidents. This was agreed. FC 
will look into how this will be achieved. DW suggested also informing clubs as well 
as National and Regional events and this was considered appropriate. MK noted 
incident forms should also record near misses. AF asked if she could also have 
copies for the coaches. 
JB asked about issues regarding data protection. CS noted he and MK had taken 
advice from the BEF and established that we do not need to register with the 
Information Commissioner. CS noted we need to manage data more effectively 
but also improve the level of reporting, possibly with a bulletin in the future. Safety 
Officers could also be encouraged to report more incidents. 

3. FEI Rule proposal from GBR - unsolicited outside assistance: This has been 
passed to the FEI by the BEF as requested, and acknowledged. 

4. Costs to send a horse team to WEG 2018: DL reported in advance of this 
meeting that he had spoken to Boyd Exell who confirmed that his estimated cost 
to send 5 horses, 2 carriages, 2 sets of harness, rugs, feed and air fares for driver 
and grooms will be approximately £60,000. However, there are ongoing 
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discussions with the OC regarding part funding of travel costs for those travelling 
from Europe but to date nothing has been agreed. 
CS recapped on the discussion at the last meeting. It was felt that in an ideal 
world GBR would be involved but this was unlikely due to the costs involved. 
Council agreed BC would support any self-funding individuals if they wish to 
compete. The FEI’s choice of venue and accessibility of the event were discussed 
and DW noted that, by not sending a team, we effectively noted our concerns to 
the FEI. 

5. Location and condition of the BC weighbridge: DL reported in advance of this 
meeting that he had contacted Wilf and Zoe at Ashfields who confirmed the BC 
weighbridge is currently stored at Ashfields. It is in working order but has not been 
calibrated for some time which would cost approximately £250. The main problem 
seems to be moving and transporting it to events. Although it can be broken down 
into several parts it is still quite heavy and bulky. A newer lighter version could be 
purchased for approximately £1,250 but the problem of who would move to 
events would still remain. 
FC noted his father had a system to weigh bullocks which can be adapted to 
weigh carriages. He will take this idea forward. JB noted calibration certificates 
may be needed should anyone be eliminated. FC noted you can have a calibrated 
test weight to calibrate every time they are used.  

6. Extreme Driving at Liverpool Horse Show: DL noted the contribution made by 
JB to the success of this show and felt it had been a tremendous success.  
JB reported that the show’s representative lacked equestrian knowledge which 
provided numerous logistical challenges. He felt that next year will be far easier 
with the previous knowledge. JB felt that the horse fours are likely to be invited 
again next year. 

7. Collaboration with Carriage Driving magazine: JB reported that a discount had 
been agreed. MK noted she sent details with the CD news pages and had 
published their advert in the Yearbook. 

8. Bennington Proposal re Club Championship: DW reported that this looked like 
being too far from the purpose of the Championship to be viable. This year’s 
Championships will run in the same format as the 2016 Championship. 

9. Book of Policies and Procedures: CS noted this was a work in progress. MK 
was checking archived minutes to source the information. The best method of 
indexing has still to evolve. 

10. Event and Publicity Officer: CS proposed delegating the task of negotiating 
Julia’s contract to himself and BF and this was agreed. BF asked if it had been 
considered as a self-employed contract and this was considered desirable. 

11. Event feedback form: JB reported that he had sent his Survey Monkey draft. 
Survey Monkey cost around £20/month. DW suggested trialing this with JB’s 
account and then BC obtain their own if this proves helpful. CS suggested each 
event receives feedback for their event with an annual report to Council. The link 
will be on the web-site and can be e-mailed to the competitors in their paperwork, 
on the entry form and highlighted on Facebook. CS suggested making this live 
now to report on last year’s events. MK was asked to e-mail this to members. JB 
will send it to Council for testing prior to distribution. This can also be e-mailed to 
stewards by Julia who had requested a similar survey for volunteers. JB asked if it 
was to be anonymous. It was agreed that a name should be supplied and this 
deleted in due course if it was felt to be inhibiting comments. 

12. Credit card surcharge: MK reported that Vic Kusin had made the necessary 
changes to PayPal to implement the agreed surcharge when memberships were 
paid through this system by credit or debit card. 

13. Maximum presentation mark: FC asked why carriages for Novice / Intermediate 
penalised marathon carriages for presentation. JR noted the rules state that there 
is no penalty for marathon carriages up to Novice but the penalty for 
Intermediates could be preventing progression. FC proposed amending this to 
include Intermediates and this was agreed. MK was asked to make the change to 
Rule 955.6. 
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8 Confirmation of e-mail decisions 
1. Approval of Goodwood event officials: This was proposed by DW, seconded 

by CS and agreed unanimously. 

2. Fenix sponsorship: Further aspects of this discussion were deemed to be 
confidential by the British Carriagedriving Council. 

3. Date for 2017 AGM and Conference: MK noted no concerns with the date of 28th 
October which avoided the BDS AGM weekend and Paard & Koets. This has 
been published in the Yearbook. 

9 Correspondence 
1. Email from the Chairman of the International Teams Committee re BC 

contribution to international teams: MK noted that at a previous Council 
meeting, it had been agreed to award all teams £600 towards their officials’ 
expenses. The Pony Chef d’Equipe had requested additional funds for the ponies 
as they had numerous additional personnel given the size of the team and it had 
been agreed to raise this to £1,000. After some discussion, it was agreed to leave 
the sums as they are at present. CS noted a conflict of interest and highlighted 
that the YDs did not receive this money. It was noted that there was no logical 
reason for this now that they were attending recognised FEI championship 
events. CS will write to the YD’s Chef d’Equipe. 

2. Email from members re reasons for Novices failing to progress to 
Intermediate: This e-mail noted a number of reasons which prevented 
progression. CS suggested replying to highlight the new rule about marathon 
carriages, that the membership review is a work in progress and the planned 
introduction of day tickets. Council will bear the e-mail in mind for future 
discussions. 

FC noted that Germany allow pneumatic vehicles up to the equivalent of 
intermediate. No valid reasons were noted to disallow this idea. JB noted that a 
further barrier would be presented to progress to Open. DW felt a rule change 
was being considered for a very small minority. He noted that clubs allowed 
Pneumatic tyres but no-one generally used these. JB felt people should be 
encouraged to buy the correct kit initially. CS suggested that this issue was one 
that needed to go to the Rules committee for a recommendation to Council at a 
future date. This was agreed. 

3. Letter from Marcus O’Lone re Sandringham finances: This noted that 
Sandringham had been running at a loss for 3 years and the reserves had run 
out.  

CS noted he had replied in general terms but felt a further response was required 
to the OC noting that initiatives had been introduced to increase entries should 
they wish to adopt these. He also queried whether BC should assist events which 
were struggling financially. He noted the Sandringham course costs seemed 
higher than at other events. It was suggested that events could be given financial 
support for a defined purpose identified from the surveys e.g. offering stables or 
an electric hook up although the latter may carry a H&S risk. CS summarized the 
discussion and it was confirmed that a cash hand out was not an option. He 
suggested BC offer whatever other assistance could be identified and were 
looking at creating a contingency fund to provide money to create a direct 
competitor benefit. CS will speak to Philip Bateman or Jeannie Lane first and then 
offer to have a meeting with Marcus O’Lone. 

4. Letter from Swingletree Photography re charging BC for use of 
photographs: It was agreed that it would be inappropriate to agree to pay for 
photographs as suggested by Swingletree as a tender would be required if an 
official photographer was to be appointed. It was agreed that MK would reply 
noting that BC wish to continue the present arrangement. 

MK noted her suggestion at the 2013 Event Organisers Meeting, that each event 
appoints a designated official photographer who, in exchange for supplying 
images to BC and the event, would have their work advertised to the competitors. 
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Considerable discussion ensued with the final suggestion being to create a panel 
of official photographers who would require to complete an annual Risk 
Assessment and agree to make their images available for use by BC and the 
event organisers. They would have access behind the tape for obstacles and 
arena presentations to enhance their photographic opportunities and their images 
would be promoted to competitors in programmes, event paperwork, Social Media 
etc. Bibs will be issued, on completion of registration at the start of the year 
detailing the events they plan to attend, identifying individuals as having been 
accepted onto the official panel of BC photographers. FC volunteered to prepare 
the Risk Assessment for the photographers to complete. 

CS noted that problems may occur if non official photographers attended events 
and sought to obtain access to restricted areas and suggested that event 
organisers would have to be willing to assist with the organisation to make it work. 
MK suggested putting the official photographer in the event risk assessment and 
this was considered appropriate. MK will contact the event organisers to request 
their assistance. 

It was noted that the photographers would have to comply with requests from the 
event organiser, Safety Officer and senior officials regarding their shooting 
location. 

This was proposed by BF, seconded by AF agreed unanimously. 

5. Letter from Horse Pairs Chef d’Equipe re RWHS invitations: to be discussed 
under item 16.  

6. Email from Lindsay Falloon re RWHS entry and permission to enter foreign 
international events: Further aspects of this discussion were deemed to be 
confidential by the British Carriagedriving Council. 

7. Email from Linda Appelbe re permission to enter Intermediate events based 
on her past experience in Rep. of Ireland: Further aspects of this discussion 
were deemed to be confidential by the British Carriagedriving Council. 

10 Biosecurity Project - Communications in the Event of Disease (BEF meeting) 
MK noted she had received confirmation that this meeting would take place on 1 March 
2017 from 13:00-15:30 in The Hayloft, Farmers Fayre, Stoneleigh Park CV8 2LZ. AF 
volunteered to attend on behalf of BC. CS felt it was appropriate to send a representative 
as it was an important issue and to increase engagement with the BEF. 

11 All aspects of this discussion were deemed to be confidential by the British 
Carriagedriving Council. 

12 Safeguarding Update 
CS noted this had been very demanding recently and will need an information sharing 
agreement reached through the BEF. Clubs have been asked to supply details of their 
Safeguarding Officer via their affiliation forms and some of our procedures may need to be 
changed. The new e-mail address safeguarding@britishcarriagedriving.co.uk will create a 
paper trail for correspondence. Cs noted the issues surrounding YDs had not yet been 
addressed. 
MK asked what action she should take regarding clubs that have not sent these details. 
CS suggested a reminder in the first instance. AF queried the requirements for UKCC as 
currently coaches do not have DBS checks. The question of how often these had to be 
done, who applies for it and for whom do we apply were considered. AF will contact John 
Anslow in the first instance. JB felt it was necessary to make the importance of 
safeguarding issues clear to officials to avoid situations where they could be accused and 
suggested this should be attached to the clinic programme. If all coaches/trainers need to 
be checked that are training at either club or BC level, the cost will be debated after the 
need to have these is established. 

13 Appointment of Selection / Ratification Panels 
Single Horse: FC and CS noted a conflict of interest and left the room. JB stepped into 
the role of Chair for this discussion. 
Single Horses 
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Chef d’Equipe or Team Trainer: Jeff Bannister 
Council Representative: Dick Lane 
Council Nominee: Anna Grayston 
Horse Fours 
Chef d’Equipe or Team Trainer: Boyd Exell 
Council Representative: James Broome 
Council Nominee: Richard Margrave 
FC and Cs returned to the meeting. 
MK will write to the Council nominees proposed above to seek their agreement to these 
appointments.  

14 Progression to International Competition – Annex 16 4.11 – ref. Council minutes 
16/6/16 15.3 (c) 
CS reminded Council of the background of this issue and suggested there should be no 
requirement for Council approval to compete abroad. Instead, he proposed completion of 
2 2* events in Britain with a WC qualifying score as the defining criteria from 1/1/18. CS 
noted this had the advantage of making drivers plan ahead and support British events. 
After some discussion, AF formally proposed CS’s suggestion which was seconded by JB 
and agreed unanimously with the proviso, suggested by DW, that the Chefs d’Equipe are 
consulted to ensure that they are content with it. 
FC asked if 2 completions at one event counted for qualification and MK asked if one pair 
and a single would count. It was agreed this was for the rules committee’s interpretation. 
An HC entry does not count. 

15 Selection classes at international events with an alternative Advanced Class 
It was noted that Hopetoun was the only event, at present, to offer drivers the option of an 
Advanced class or comparable FEI 2* class. It was felt that, for the purposes of selection, 
only results from FEI classes will count for selection. This was proposed by BF, seconded 
by JB and agreed unanimously. 

16 RWHS Invitations 
MK had circulated the details of the eligible drivers prior to this meeting. She noted the 
number of invitations would not be confirmed until the schedule was published and that 
RWHS usually prioritised Horse Fours. 
CS noted the Horse Pairs Chef d’Equipe had previously offered a varied list of options for 
choosing who was invited to RWHS in Horse Pairs and had approached Council again 
having now prepared a list of those he wished to invite. The Chef d’Equipe for the Pony 
Fours had also raised concerns about which Pony Fours drivers would be invited. After 
some discussion, JB proposed issuing invitations to the National Champion then the top 3 
drivers (excluding the National Champion), of those eligible in the Fenix Driver of the Year 
Points League, which would, if we received 12 invitations, result in 4 from each class. This 
was seconded by BF and agreed unanimously. Additional invitations will be negotiated 
with the Chefs d’Equipe should there be more than 12. 
Further aspects of this discussion were deemed to be confidential by the British 
Carriagedriving Council. 

17 RWHS Team Selection 
MK noted a team of 3 would be invited to participate in the CAIO 4*-H4 at RWHS. It was 
agreed that this should comprise the National Champion and the highest placed driver in 
the Fenix Driver of the Year table (excluding the National Champion). The 3rd place will be 
selected by the selection and ratification panel.  

18 SDF offer of funding for club training 
CS noted that the requirement for UKCC trainers was negotiable and suggested this 
training could be run in conjunction with “have a go days” with some additional BC 
funding. CS felt a Council member needed to take responsibility for liaising with the clubs 
and AF volunteered to do this. CS will write to the SDF noting that AF will be in touch. The 
funding will help towards the cost of the venue and hire of suitable trainers. AF noted 
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provision of a suitable turnout could be an issue. The event will need a Risk Assessment 
to be completed and the turnout will need to be assessed. MK asked if the existing club 
grant could be awarded in addition to the other £500 and this was agreed. MK will write to 
the clubs once the SDF funding is confirmed in this format. 

19 Insurance Update and Membership review 
CS revised the position so far and referred to the table he circulated yesterday. CS and 
BF will firm this up for the next meeting. A consultation will then go to the membership 
which can be referred to the insurers before the renewal date. CS asked for comments 
before the next meeting. 

20 Hospital and Medical Care Association cover 
CS noted the cost of offering additional personal accident insurance had been too great to 
add to memberships when this was investigated last year. By coincidence, a letter had 
been received offering bolt on policies. It would be possible to discontinue the Personal 
Accident element of our existing policy and offer bolt on policies which could be purchased 
as required with membership. Council agreed this would be a good way forward and CS 
will speak to Howdens, our existing brokers, to give them the option to offer the same 
cover. The benefit of a group policy in reducing costs was noted. This was proposed by 
DW, seconded by JB and agreed unanimously. 

21 Merchandise 
JB reported that this was still work in progress. 

22 Finance 
BF reported calls with our bookkeeper and David Titmuss who have passed on useful 
information. BF noted David Titmuss had offered to finish the 2016 accounts. BF will 
prepare budget for the next meeting. 

23 Committee Reports 
1. F&GP: Nothing to report. CS will work on increasing meeting frequency. 
2. Competitions: JR has completed the revised evolution test for use in a 100m 

arena. MK requested a copy.  
It was agreed to allow event organisers to split the pony class if entries justified 
this. Small ponies, where the driver wishes to compete without a groom on the 
carriage, will follow the indoor rules of 10.2hh as the maximum height of the pony. 
Probationary officials Robert (Bobby) Simson, Gordon Watson and Nigel Hodgson 
were approved and their appointment to the officials list formally proposed by DW, 
seconded by FC and agreed unanimously.  
It was noted that retired international officials, wishing to continue to officiate at 
National events, were required to attend National clinics. It was agreed that this 
was not necessary for any retiring this year but they would be reminded that 
attendance was required in future years. 

a) Start fees for Junior Competitors at Nationals: After some discussion, 
it was agreed to set £20 as the start fee for YDs not competing in the 
National event. Concerns were expressed regarding the choice of venue 
as this event took place during term time. DW noted that Midlands were 
still willing to host a YD event. 

b) Evolution Qualification: Organisers of Goodwood had asked if all drivers 
in evolution classes should qualify for the National Championships. It was 
noted the intention of this class was to develop new drivers and keep the 
championships for those that were new to the sport. It was agreed to 
make no change to the existing rule. 

3. Rules: CS noted nothing new to report. 
4. Judges: Philippa Thompson sent the following report: 

Further aspects of this discussion were deemed to be confidential by the British 
Carriagedriving Council. 
The new dressage test for Open Single Pony / Horse, written by James Rooney, 
was approved by the Judges Committee and therefore needs to be ratified by 
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Council.  The test has also had a small consultation process with Open drivers 
who are all very positive. Council were unanimous of their approval of the new test 
and asked MK to publish this on the web-site. 

5. Health and Safety: Other than item 7.2 there was nothing further to report. 
Working Groups 

6. Training: AF noted 8 UKCC candidates were currently undergoing their Level 2 
courses with one candidate from the BDS who was keen to encourage cross over 
between BDS and BC. JR noted the Officials clinics are all organized. 

7. Public Relations: JB noted he had nothing more to report. 

24 Any other reports 
1. Office: MK had circulated a report before the meeting. Additional points were the 

request at short notice to supply someone to speak on Radio 2 on the Chris 
Evans Show. She suggested Anna Grayston as current World Champion Pony 
Pairs driver. From the feedback on Facebook, this had been a very successful 
interview. 

2. Sport 80: MK had circulated copies of reports from the preliminary meeting with 
Sport:80 and noted this had been a very positive meeting. She had contacted 2 of 
their existing clients: British Fencing and British Wrestling. Both had been very 
positive regarding the benefits of working with Sport 80. 
CS felt this was a very exciting prospect which offered cost savings of the office 
assistant and database maintenance which would help fund the new platform. It 
was agreed to arrange a meeting between Council and Sport 80 and invite the 
affiliated clubs to attend. CS asked for questions to be submitted in advance. 

3. BEF Strategy Meeting: Yesterday, CS and MK attended a meeting with other 
MB’s representatives and the independent Consultancy Firm Portas, appointed by 
the BEF to identify their strategy for the next 4 years. 

25 Dates and venues for 2017 Council meetings 
CS suggested BC meeting am, Sport 80 at 2pm and then some discussion time after the 
meeting. MK will book a later flight to facilitate the longer meeting. Wed 22nd March was 
the date agreed. 

26 AOCB 
BEF Stewards - BEF Appeals & BEFAR Hearings: MK noted that we had been asked to 
review our representatives from BC on the current list of BEF Stewards and Legally 
Qualified Chairs held by the BEF for dealing with BEF Appeals and BEFAR Hearings. BC 
are currently represented by Peter Bridson and David Taylor. The BEF are looking for 
people who have a general understanding of rules, although they will not be asked to 
officiate in their own discipline, and may already have experience on disciplinary/appeal 
committee or mediation at national level. They note a legal background is very useful or 
someone with logical thought process skills and discretion. CS will be added and MK will 
ask Peter and David if they wish to remain. 
Memorandum and Articles Revision: Peter Bridson reported that the amendments have 
been drafted in track changes and discussed with the Chairman. He plans to send them 
shortly to HMRC to check it will give us the result previously refused. CS noted this arose 
over irrecoverable VAT which we can reclaim without being a charity if we make changes 
to the M&A. 
Garden Party at Buckingham Palace: Her Majesty has kindly invited 4 representatives of 
British Carriagedriving to attend her Garden Party on Tuesday, 23rd May, 2017. Newly 
appointed members of Council are invited and AF noted she was happy to accept. The 
second invitation will be extended to DL with BF’s name carried over to the following year. 
Account Signatories: MK noted the need to update the account signatories. The bank 
had informed her that their policy had changed. It was now necessary to have either one 
signatory for all on-line payments and cheques irrespective of the amount or 2 signatories 
for both. At present, we have a limit of £500 for single signatory cheques but no limit for 
on-line payments. The one signature option was proposed by BF, seconded by CS and 
agreed unanimously. 
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Sport England Investment Guides: CS felt these were aspirational. JB suggested 
approaching Anne Clarke, who put the Driving Back to Sport bid together, in the first 
instance. CS noted the short deadlines. CS will have another look to see if it’s worth taking 
any of these further. 
Council Co-options: FC asked how long co-options lasted. CS noted these were for one 
year but he hoped that the co-opted directors would stand for election later this year. 
As there was no further business, the Chairman closed the meeting at 3.30pm and 
thanked the directors for attending. 
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British Carriagedriving Council Minutes 
 

 

The Kegworth Hotel, Packington Hill, Kegworth, Derbyshire, DE74 2DF  
  

Wednesday 22nd March 2017 at 9.30am 
 
 
 

1 Present at the Meeting: James Broome, Angela Flanagan, Ben Freer, Jane Isaac, Dick Lane, James 
Rooney, Chris Smith and David West.  
Apologies were received from Frank Campbell. 
The minutes were taken by the Executive Officer, Mary Kusin. 

2 Conflicts of interest 
No new conflicts of interest were noted. Conflicts with individual agenda items will be noted during the meeting. 

3 Minutes of the previous meeting 

The minutes of the last meeting were proposed by DW, seconded by JI and agreed unanimously as a 
true record of the meeting. The minutes were signed by the Chairman. 

4 Terms of Reference for Vice-Chair 
CS had circulated a document detailing the proposed terms of reference prior to the meeting.  

It was agreed that: 

• the term of appointment should be 2 years with the option of standing for re-election, 
• the Vice-Chair should be a member of the F&GP committee, 
• there would be an expectation that the Vice-Chair would progress to the role of Chair although there 

would be no obligation to do this. 

This was proposed by BF, seconded by AF and agreed unanimously. MK will add this to the Policies and 
Procedures manual and publish it on the website. 

5 Election of Vice Chairman 
CS had asked for expressions of interest prior to the meeting. JB was proposed by JR, seconded by AF and 
agreed unanimously. 

6 Matters arising 
1. Committee Structure – Training and H&S: FC has been involved with H&S and MK confirmed she 

had written to Chris Doughty but had received no reply. MK will send a follow up letter by e-mail.  
AF confirmed Sue Mart will join her on the UKCC aspect of the Training Working Group.  

CS noted FC had suggested that a replacement for Ian Gilbert for next season should be identified now 
to enable them to shadow Ian this year before taking on the role of Chair next year and had volunteered 
for this role. This was agreed. 

2. Social Media Strategy: BF noted he had not yet had time to progress this. 

FC has prepared a Risk Assessment to send to photographers which was unanimously approved. MK 
will write to events and known photographers with a copy of the RA and ask for their cooperation. Issues 
around identifying an official photographer for specific events were discussed. CS suggested writing into 
the RA that being on the panel is necessary although each event can appoint one or more official 
photographers who have the only priority access. CS will liaise with FC over revised wording.  

CS also raised the issue of sponsorship and how this was approached. He asked the Council members 
to come back to the next meeting with thoughts on this. CS felt that this idea could be taken forward by 
the Publicity Working Group which could be renamed as appropriate. 
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3. Para-equestrian drivers – lap strap versus harness: Details and photographs of the proposed 
equipment had been supplied. It was agreed that this would fall into the category of Compensating Aids 
for PE drivers. CS will speak to the members of the Rules Committee. JI will reply to Rachel Belliere-
Wilson to say that this will be accepted if agreed by the Rules Committee. It was noted that this device 
had been accepted by the FEI however clarification from the FEI was suggested as there seemed to be 
a contradiction in the FEI Rule Book. JB asked how the standard of equipment would be approved. CS 
felt we should not be prescriptive and that the design should be left to the individual. He suggested a 
wording which put the onus on the driver for ensuring the efficacy of the system. 

4. Progress re cascade of safety information: As FC was unable to attend, this will be deferred to the 
next meeting. 

5. Weighbridge: FC reported James Campbell had indicated he was unable to offer his scales for use by 
BC. Further aspects of this discussion were deemed to be confidential by the British Carriagedriving 
Council. 

CS suggested adding a line to the entry form with a tick box to be completed by the competitor stating “I 
confirm that my carriage(s) comply with the requirements of Article 937 and understand that my 
marathon carriage may be the subject of random weight checks to ensure compliance with article 
937.4”. This was agreed.  

6. Event and Publicity Officer: CS reported that all negotiations had been concluded. 

7. Event feedback form: JB was complimented on the production of the survey. JB summarised how to 
interpret and understand the results and noted he had 76 replies from the e-mail shot and 101 
responses from the web-site. Distance to events and work commitments seemed to be the main barriers 
to increased participation and spectators would like further information to understand the rules. CS 
suggested closing the survey for 2016 next week and circulating the information to each event organiser 
with an explanation of the reasons for the survey and JB will look into the practicalities of doing this. 
Each organiser will receive the link for their own event.  
CS felt 2 issues needed addressed by Council: more events would generate logistical issues but should 
be on the long-term strategy whereas provision of electricity and showers were seen as very desirable. 
JB noted the safety issues of providing electricity when stabling is not provided. Stabling provision was 
identified as an addition which could attract more entries. CS noted BC could offer to underwrite the 
additional cost so that event organisers could see how effective this idea could be. CS suggested 
contacting organisers with this offer with a view to implementing stabling and electric hook up next year. 
CS and BF will talk to Julia with a view to trialing this at the NCs 2017.  

8. Contribution from BC to YDs International Team: CS had spoken to Mary Jane Campbell who is now 
aware that they are entitled to this financial assistance from BC. 

9. Pneumatic tyres recommendation from Rules Committee: CS noted this had not yet been 
discussed. 

10. Sandringham update: CS has arranged to visit Marcus O’Lone next week to see what could be 
achieved. 

11. RWHS Invitations: MK confirmed invitations had been sent out and, as only 6 horse teams were now 
entered, no decision was required from the Selection and Ratification Panel. 

12. Safeguarding update and DBS checks: Nothing further to report. 

13. Appointment of Selection / Ratification Panels: All invitations to participate in this process were 
accepted. 

14. Progression to International Competition (Rule Revision Annex 16 4.11) including Young Drivers 
and PE drivers: CS noted the alternative proposal from the International Teams Committee. It was felt 
that 3 Nationals are insufficient. It was agreed to have 2 National events and one 2* event or 2x 2* 
events. This will be added to the Rule Book in 2018 and used as the basis for decisions in 2017. 

15. SDF offer of funding for club training: Amendments have been made, with input from the SDF, to the 
initial proposal sent to clubs based on numbers attending. One application has been received so far. It 
was noted that it was not practical to insist on UKCC coaches. CS asked AF to approve any trainers 
who were not UKCC qualified and this was agreed. She will circulate queries to Council for an additional 
opinion if required. AF will oversee applications as long as the SDF are in agreement and will liaise with 
them in this respect. CS thanked AF for her input to this initiative. 

16. Insurance Update and Membership Review: To be dealt with under item 12. 

17. Merchandise: JB noted ongoing issues and reported that no progress had been made. It was noted 
that the tender agreement had been signed. JI noted she had a company supplying items on demand. 
JB noted it may be necessary to forget about bulk discounts to equestrian retailers in order to make the 
items available. 

18. BEF Stewards: MK confirmed David Taylor wished to remain on the list and CS has been added. 

19. Memorandum and Articles Revision: CS noted Peter Bridson was working on this with the time frame 
of having it approved at the AGM. BF noted it will save BC around 5-6k in irrecoverable VAT annually if 
some minor changes are made. 
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20. Account Signatories: CS and BF have been added.  

21. Sport England Investment Guides: CS noted these were all too restrictive to be viable. 

7 Confirmation of e-mail decisions 

1. Queen’s Award for Equestrianism: It was agreed to put forward The Unicorn Trust for this award and 
FC wrote the recommendation which has been submitted to the BHS. CS noted he had been unable to 
attend the meeting. 

2. RWHS Invitations: On publication of the schedule, the number of invitations did not meet with the 
Council decision to award invitations equally to all classes. For Horse Fours, the decision at the January 
meeting would be implemented with the remaining 2 places allocated by the Selection and Ratification 
panel. For Horse Pairs and Pony Fours, it was agreed to retain the format of past years and invite the 
National Champion with the remaining 2 invitations from the next highest placed drivers in the Points 
League. The alternative proposals for allocating invitations in 2018 will be discussed further at the next 
meeting. 

8 Correspondence 

1. E-mail from a member asking if pairs may compete in YH and Evolution classes: It was agreed to 
allow pairs in Evolution Classes, with a similar wording to that used by the small ponies, where classes 
may be split at the discretion of the event organiser. For YH cases, the intention was to follow the FEI 
rules so pairs will not be permitted.  

2. Letter (by e-mail) regarding the use of leverage devices at club events: JR had forwarded further 
correspondence on this issue from another source. JB explained the operation of draw reins and a 
Market Harborough which are both banned in competition and gave further background to the issue 
which had arisen at the pre-season event at Cricklands where draw reins had been used in the 
dressage phase. JR noted that there had been an issue over whether or not the drivers were entering 
HC although it was noted that HC entries still require to comply with the Rule Book. JB noted that some 
rules were ignored as it was a training event which had created uncertainty. DW felt that it had now 
happened but we needed to be clear how to ensure there was no repetition. JB will amend his schedule 
to make it clear which rules are being amended. CS asked JB to liaise with the Competitions Committee 
to remind organisers of the need to apply rules. MK will write to the clubs to recommend that when 
events are run in accordance with BC Rules but with some rules relaxed, the schedule should make it 
clear which rules are being relaxed and that all other rules would apply. Further aspects of this 
discussion were deemed to be confidential by the British Carriagedriving Council. 

3. Request from Don Walsh to enter National Novice classes based on past experience in Ireland: 
This was approved unanimously. 

9 Recommendation to recategorize Andrew Simmons for 2017 
DW noted a conflict of interest due to his involvement with Catton. This was considered after item 10 and agreed 
unanimously. 

10 Revision of Rule pertaining to Eligibility of Officials Article 985 1.2 
Officials had been asked for feedback on this issue which was circulated before the meeting.  

CS noted confusion over how often attendance at clinics was required for CDs but felt that every 3 years was 
sufficient. It was noted that club level clinics had different priorities, particularly for a TD. JR felt that judges had to 
be “in practice” to a greater degree than other officials. Ian Gilbert had made the point that CDs had time to check 
the Rule Book as most of their work was done in advance whereas TDs and Judges were taking quick decisions.  
JB propose clinic attendance every 2 years for TDs and Judges and every 3 years for CDs. This was seconded 
by DL and agreed unanimously. MK will leave all approved officials on the list and identify those that are not clinic 
qualified. 

11 Discussion of possible Equal Opportunities Policy 
MK had circulated the BEF Equal Opportunities Policy and CS suggested adopting this and will make some 
changes to make it relevant for BC. 

12 Membership review 
CS had circulated a document with proposals and had invited comment from Ian Gilbert, David Titmuss and Barry 
Hilditch due to their experience in the sport and on Council. IG had suggested a small revision to the ticketing 
costs to reduce the impact of people not joining as Full members. CS noted that the group medical cover from 
Hospital & Medical Care Association was no longer an option as anything to do with horses was considered a 
dangerous sport and excluded, however Howdens can still supply this. 

BF asked about membership levels for Novices. BF queried whether international drivers entering only GBR 
internationals would join as normal and pay their own FEI registration and CS indicated this had been his 
intention. BF asked if drivers on the selection list needed to be International members and CS agreed this had 
been his intention. A discount of £15 off the total bill will be offered for 1 or more members at the same address. 
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For the purposes of members’ consultation, the categories will be called Level 1, Level 2, Level 3 and 
International. CS will create a summary of this document for the members’ consultation.  

CS highlighted the Affiliated Club membership to allow interclub event entries and the cost to BC of offering this. 
CS suggested £35 for a Level 1 member with a charge of £25 to use their ticket for a Regional and £30 for a 
National. For Level 2 members wishing to use their ticket at a Regional there would be no additional charge and 
for those wishing to use their ticket to enter a National there would be an additional charge of £5. For 
administrative purposes these costs could be paid by way of  an enhanced start fee.  

CS drew attention to the income hit from removing marathon grooms although it was agreed this is a good 
incentive for drivers. DW asked if it would be worth increasing the membership to cover the loss of marathon 
groom income. Losing the marathon groom category and amending the cover for drivers reduces administration 
and ensures that all grooms are covered for liabilities, irrespective of the phase of the competition. JB raised the 
frequent question about whether or not grooms need to join at club events. CS noted that the additional cost of 
£50 for clubs’ affiliation extended their members’ cover to include their groom. At present, it is up to the club 
whether or not grooms have to join and grooms who are not members are not insured. CS proposed defraying 
other costs and offering an opt in personal accident policy. CS noted that personal accident for officials and 
damage to their cars would be retained. 

DL asked if the insurance was a last resort policy. CS will raise this with query with Howdens and confirm 
professional grooms are insured through their BC membership. 

13 Finance 

BF noted David Titmuss was overseeing production of the 2016 accounts and noted the Chairman’s statement 
was still outstanding. CS will deal with this when he receives the draft accounts. They should be ready for 
approval at the next meeting. 

BF has been working on a draft budget but still needs additional information. There is 10K less in the budget due 
to the loss of interest on one account and the cost of the Event and Publicity officer. BF will ask F&GP to review 
the budget which he will circulate to Council. 

14 Committee Reports 
1. F&GP: A meeting had been convened by phone. CS noted a plan to have the Office Review later today 

if time permitted and the proposal for the membership review. 
2. Competitions: No report received. 

3. Rules: Nothing further to raise. 

4. Judges: JR noted that he had been contacted by an event organiser who informed him he was unable 
to judge and compete at the same event. Rule 984.3 deals with conflict of interest and forbids a judge 
judging at an event if they have owned or trained any competing animal. JR suggested relaxing the 
rewording of this to prevent the judge from judging the class with the conflict. CS will consult with the 
Rules Committee to create a wording that reflects current practice. 

5. Health and Safety: No report received. 

Working Groups 
6. Training: AF noted she had nothing further to add. JR noted a number of clinics had been held. JR will 

submit formal reports to the next meeting. 
7. Public Relations: JB noted he had nothing more to report. 

15 Any other reports 
1. Office: MK noted she had nothing further to add. 
2. BEF Strategy Meeting: CS reported that he had attended the second meeting. He noted the BEF had 

issues with the high proportion of money ring fenced for Olympic sport while representing all disciplines. 
They are looking at raising money more centrally. 

3. Biosecurity Project - Communications in the Event of Disease (BEF meeting): AF reported that 
containing disease was a major issue. They asked for feedback from BC on how vaccinations were 
monitored. She felt we needed information from the clubs on how they checked. MK explained the 
system presently used at National and Regional events where 10% of competitors are checked via the 
existing Spot Check form. It was felt that checking all passports would be logistically awkward. CS 
suggested formally adopting our present system into our Policies and Procedures manual and 
suggesting that clubs should adopt the same policy. MK will add a tick box to the entry form for drivers to 
confirm compliance with the vaccination rules. 
JB noted that restricting horse to horse contact is important and people should avoid coming into contact 
with other peoples’ horses. He also felt it was important to know a horse’s temperature. AF will reply to 
the BEF. CS sked JB to write an article for the 2018 Yearbook. 

16 Dates and venues for 2017 Council meetings 
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The next meeting was agreed as Monday 19th June. MK will enquire if there are alternative meeting rooms nearer 
the airport. 

17 AOCB 

200 Club donation: MK reported that Heather Clark had indicated she would send the balance of the donation to 
pay for the scoring license although the final invoice had not yet been received. This money would be ring fenced 
for this purpose. She also had a further £700 of which £400 could be allocated to purchase new cones to enable 
construction of the new oxers. MK will write and thank the 200 Club. There will be £300 left which CS suggested 
could go to funding the SDF initiative. Radios or stop watches or timing cocks were also suggested. MK will ask 
David Titmuss if there is anything else needed for the trailer. 

Anti-doping testing: Dick Lane queried the increased frequency of testing and asked why competitors were not 
informed of the result for peace of mind. MK will write to suggest this to BEFAR. 
Swingletree Photography: Further aspects of this discussion were deemed to be confidential by the British 
Carriagedriving Council. 

18 Sport 80 Presentation 
Club members attended to hear the presentation. Dave West and Angela Flanagan represented Midlands 
Carriage Driving, Barry Hilditch, Mary Longbottom and Jane Wilson represented NEDTL, Debbie and Emma 
Jones represented CHDTL, Jane Isaac represented SCDA and Julia Crockford represented White Horse. Jane 
Kempton from South Downs was unable to attend due to traffic congestion. 

James Radford and Jack Waddingham gave the presentation on behalf of Sport 80, detailing the wide range of 
functions it offered including membership database and processing, merchandise sales, event entries, results 
archive and upload from events, qualification checks, newsletters etc. Clubs would also be able to use the 
platform with their own access details. 

Following this presentation, the Council meeting continued with the club representatives detailed above in 
attendance. 

It was agreed that it had been an excellent presentation and the Sport 80 platform offered a wide range of very 
useful functionality. Funding the system was discussed and CS suggested passing some expense to the clubs 
although BC would take care of the VAT.  

CS noted he had been in touch with Mike Watts who already provided an on-line entry system for a number of 
clubs including ICD at no cost other than the card cost (which was also lower). CS did not yet know whether Mike 
Watts’ system could offer the same features as Sport 80. BF felt that the platform had potential for other 
efficiencies and savings. Entries would be very easy with information already entered. JB felt it would enable us 
to offer a result comparison which could sell it to the members to give them an enhanced service. JB felt that it 
would offer benefit to club members and provide checks which would take some of the responsibility away from 
the organiser. CS noted that some savings will be made but some cost will need to be passed onto the members. 
Some reservations were expressed over the limitations of what Mike Watts’ system offered. MK noted the 
problems of the previous office database which was administered by one individual. 

DL asked if BC could adopt the system without the clubs. CS agreed this could be done but felt the clubs would 
strengthen our bargaining power. CS felt the idea was to integrate clubs and BC and this would not be achieved if 
clubs did not also adopt the system. MK noted that many of the advantages were administrative. 

BF asked how aspirational we wanted to be as a sport with an attractive infrastructure. Barry Hilditch asked if any 
money could be requested from the SDF to give clubs a free first year.  

CS asked the club representatives present to go back to their cubs and consider the level of functionality they 
would use. Barry Hilditch felt the Sport 80 system would remove the human element of checks currently done by 
aging volunteers. CS noted that clubs’ administration should be able to run with a smaller number of volunteers 
and in a shorter time. BF highlighted the assistance the system could offer regarding biosecurity and updating 
vaccinations. DL felt we needed to create a list of benefits for clubs to take to their members. 

After further discussion, CS summarised the main points raised and noted that a discussion with Mike Watts was 
needed to see what database functionality it could incorporate. He also noted that as part of the office review, it 
would be necessary to identify financial savings and administrative efficiencies. BF wished a further discussion on 
fees. 

As there were no further points to raise, CS concluded the meeting at 5.45pm and thanked everyone for 
attending. 
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The Kegworth Hotel, Packington Hill, Kegworth, Derbyshire, DE74 2DF  
  

Wednesday 19th June 2017 at 9.30am 
 
 
 

1 Present at the Meeting: James Broome, Frank Campbell, Angela Flanagan, Ben Freer, 
Jane Isaac, Dick Lane, James Rooney, Chris Smith and David West.  
The minutes were taken by the Executive Officer, Mary Kusin. 

 

2 Conflicts of interest 
No new conflicts of interest were noted. Conflicts with individual agenda items will be 
noted during the meeting. 

 

3 Minutes of the previous meeting 
The minutes of the last meeting were proposed by BF, seconded by AF and agreed 
unanimously as a true record of the meeting. The minutes were signed by the Chairman. 

 

4 Matters arising 
1. Social Media Strategy: As the proposal had been sent by BF in the last few 

days, CS asked for this to be carried forward to the next agenda to enable Council 
to assimilate the content prior to discussion. 

2. Photography Policy – MK noted some issues with the administration of the 
policy and DW commented that it had been very beneficial at Catton. JI noted she 
had concerns regarding its implementation. Alternative options such as issuing 
numbered bibs and insisting on Public Liability insurance will be considered when 
the policy is reviewed at the Council meeting at the end of the season.  

3. Sponsorship and the Publicity Working Group: To be discussed under item 
11. 

4. Para-equestrian drivers – lap strap versus harness: The Rules Committee had 
indicated they were all in favour if the mechanism releases effectively. FC 
proposed adopting this into the BC Rule Book. This was seconded by DW and 
agreed unanimously. CS will draft a suitable rule. 

5. Progress re cascade of safety information: CS noted a procedure was needed. 
FC will revisit this under these criteria. 

6. Event feedback form: CS asked what JI and DW would feel was the most useful 
time to receive the information. They felt 2 months for competitors to submit 
feedback would be suitable before JB sent the poll results. 

7. Stabling and electric hook up at NCs 2017: Julia has obtained a quotation for 
stabling; 30 boxes for £3,000. JB felt this was expensive. JI noted it had been 
trialed at Hopetoun although there was very little interest. It was felt that an 
insufficient number of people were aware of this as it had not been in the 
schedule. 
For the electric hook up, CS felt cabling along the fence line with approx. 20 
outlets would be feasible and suggested asking those qualified for the NCs for 
their views to establish if these facilities were wanted. JR suggested offering it to 
the stewards on the other side of the fence. CS will speak to Julia re red diesel 
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and DL will look into the size of generator needed. JB will also speak to Julia 
regarding alternative stabling suppliers. It was agreed to leave the booking as late 
as possible and this will be decided by CS and BF. 

8. Pneumatic tyres recommendation from Rules Committee: The Rules 
Committee had suggested offering this option up to Intermediate. It was 
suggested that an alternative would be to remove it completely. FC proposed total 
removal. This was seconded by DL and agreed unanimously.  

9. Sandringham update: CS had a very positive meeting with Marcus O’Lone who 
was very keen to see the event continue. He hoped BC would do more to support 
all nationals, especially through sponsorship. A title sponsor for the series of all 
events would be ideal with the possibility of organising a sponsor’s event at 
Sandringham. CS felt we had quite a lot to offer. Marcus O’Lone was very 
supportive of the stabling and electricity concept and will adopt that next year if 
the trials are successful. JI noted Hopetoun would also buy into the sponsorship 
concept.  

10. Insurance Update and Membership Review: This will be discussed under item 
12. 

11. Merchandise: This is now operational. MK noted Vic was taking quality 
photographs of the merchandise as the company was unable to supply these. JB 
will ask JSTeamwear to contact the event organisers with a view to promoting 
sales. 

12. Memorandum and Articles Revision: This requires further revision and Peter 
Bridson is working on this as there needs to be provision for allocation of funds if 
the association is wound up. CS noted that nationals who cannot reclaim VAT 
could maybe do so through BC in the future but this is very complex and will be 
discussed further at a later date. 

13. Judges conflict of interest - new wording for Rule 984.3: CS noted he had not 
yet done this but the Rules Committee are happy in principle. 

14. Donation from 200 Club: MK reported that after the scoring programme and 
additional cones equipment had been purchased, the items identified by David 
Titmuss as needing replaced in the trailer accounted for the remaining funds. MK 
noted she had written to thank Heather Clark on behalf of the 200 Club. 

15. Anti-doping testing results: MK reported that Sophie Thomas, who is the sole 
administrator for BEFAR for 8 disciplines, had replied to say that it would be very 
time consuming to notify every individual and any delays by the lab would lead to 
speculation regarding test results. She noted that BEFAR follows the lead of UK 
Anti-Doping (who deal with human anti-doping in the UK) who do not notify 
athletes of negative results. She suggested we must encourage our athletes to be 
confident that they know exactly what they are doing regarding equine anti-doping 
and controlled medication, in which case any samples taken at any point should 
not be a cause for concern. 

16.  Officials clinic qualification: While updating the clinic attendance for publication 
onto the web-site, MK noted it had, until now, been the practice to accredit 
qualification to an official in both their roles if it was a combined clinic and asked 
Council if they wished to continue this practice. This was agreed. 
MK asked for clarification regarding National clinic attendance for retired 
international officials. It was agreed to take the date of retirement from the FEI list 
as counting as clinic attendance after which the BC Rule Book would apply. 
MK asked Council what wording was required regarding FEI Officials. It will be 
added to the officials list that FEI officials can officiate even if they are not on the 
BC list. 
MK noted she had asked the Judges Committee to consider how Specialist Cones 
Judges were appointed and what qualifications were required as this was unclear. 
Philippa Thompson indicated she would add this to the agenda for the next Judges 
Meeting. JR noted 2 people were interested in doing this.  
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5 Confirmation of e-mail decisions  
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1. Change to members’ personal accident insurance provision: It had been 
agreed to go ahead ad ask Howdens to implement the new policies from July. 
This was proposed by DW, seconded by BF and agreed unanimously. 

2. Permission to compete abroad for Frank Campbell and Sara Clough: FC left 
the room. Council had granted permission for both to do so with the proviso that 
they successfully completed Cricklands. MK had notified both drivers of this 
decision. This was proposed by DL, seconded by JR and agreed unanimously. 
FC returned to the room.  

6 Correspondence 
1. E-mail from Swingletree - query re photo credits: Swingletree asked what BC 

would do for a photographer if an image was used with an incorrect or missing 
credit. It was agreed that it is not the intention to use photographs without the 
appropriate credit therefore Council will not make any provision for what will 
happen if an error is made. This will be decided if the situation arises. MK will 
reply to Swingletree. 

2. E-mail from a member re Lowther and NC qualification: CS noted that 
technically, under the rules, Lowther should not have been approved as a 
National event. CS suggested amending the rule to allow Council to take a 
decision where any variation to the format is proposed. This was proposed by 
DW, seconded by JR and agreed unanimously. 

3. Letter from a member regarding criteria to upgrade to Open: CS suggested 
amending the rule to say that only classes with at least 3 starters for Novice or 
Intermediate would count for drivers’ promotion. Classes with only 1 or 2 starters 
will still count for voluntary progression. CS will write an appropriate wording. This 
was proposed by JI, seconded by AF and agreed unanimously.  

4. E-mails from Taken Photography regarding behaviour of photographers: MK 
will reply to confirm it is up to the event’s safety officer to speak to any 
photographers felt to acting dangerously. Council will consider the need for 
liability insurance when the policy is reviewed at the end of the season. 

5. E-mail from Jean Lane re reflectors on carriages: CS had spoken to Minta 
Winn, who was involved with the current litigation, and noted that marathon 
vehicles did not incur a penalty if there were no reflectors although these were a 
legal requirement for driving on the roads. JB suggested a publicity campaign to 
raise awareness of the Highway Code and the fact that reflectors are a legal 
requirement. MK will add this to the next news pages in “Carriage Driving”. This 
was proposed by BF, seconded by AF, and agreed unanimously. 

6. E-mail from a member re eliminations: CS noted he had consulted with the 
Rules Committee. They had agreed use of seat belts was a safety issue and while 
the competitor had not been stopped immediately, DW noted she had been 
stopped as soon as it was possible for a judge to eliminate her. It was noted that it 
was not possible for stewards to eliminate a competitor. It was agreed that this 
rule needs to be highlighted. DW noted that he would not object to the Yellow 
Card sanction. CS felt that safety was paramount and the rule should stay. CS 
suggested adding a note regarding wrapped belts to Rule 966.1.1 which says 
there has to be a safety check for hat and body protectors. This will need to go to 
the judges clinic. This was proposed by DL, seconded by JB and agreed 
unanimously.  

Ear muffs: CS suggested amending the penalty for breaching the rule regarding 
tying ear muffs to the nose band to a yellow card in the first instance unless, in the 
opinion of the Ground Jury, it is clearly affecting the welfare of the horse, in which 
case elimination will still apply. This was proposed by DL, seconded by DW and 
agreed unanimously.  

7. Letter from the Chef d’Equipe re pony WCs: BF and FC declared a conflict of 
interest. The request was for increased funding to support the team travelling with 
the Combined Ponies to the World Championships. Currently the ponies receive 
£1,000; the other teams £600. JB proposed an increase of £200. This was 
seconded by DL and agreed unanimously. 

 
 
 
 
 
MK 
 
 
 
CS 
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CS 
RULES
 
 
 
 
MK 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
MK 
 
 
 
 
MK 
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RULES
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7 Evolution Points Allocation 
In Evolution, anyone can enter even if they are not eligible to qualify for the National 
Championships. It was agreed that points for these competitors would not be added to the 
Points League. CS will add this to the rules. 
At 11am a minute's silence was observed to remember the victims of the Grenfell Tower 
disaster.  

 
CS 
RULES
 
 

8 Adoption of BEF Safeguarding Policy 
CS felt we should be seen to adopt this policy. This was proposed by FC, seconded by JI, 
and agreed unanimously. 

 

9 Irish drivers – procedure to ensure competence 
CS suggested accepting a recommendation from Carriage Driving Ireland to establish the 
competence of drivers and their appropriate level of competition where access to events 
to complete a Competence Card was restricted. MK will add this to the Policies and 
Procedures manual. 

MK 

10 RWHS Invitations – procedure for allocation 
CS noted this has been discussed in the past. CS, FC and DL all noted a conflict of 
interest. CS had consulted with the International Teams Committee who felt this was not a 
matter for Council as they are not necessarily the best qualified to take the decision. He 
felt the matter should not be left to the Selection and Ratification Panel as they already 
had an onerous work load. He recommended setting guidelines for the Chefs d’Equipe to 
take the decision on the following lines: in Year A, when the class has its World 
Championship, invitations should go to people on the selection list who were most likely to 
be on the team. In Year B, invitations would go to those drivers who would most benefit 
from international experience with the proviso that their names should be on the selection 
list.  
After considerable discussion, DW proposed that the Chefs d’Equipe were charged with 
taking this decision based on the concept of producing a balance of those needing 
additional international exposure and those likely to be representing GBR at their World 
Championships, with the final decision to be ratified by Council. This was seconded by AF 
and agreed unanimously by those eligible to vote.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
CS 
 
 

11 Sponsorship Co-ordinator 
Due to time constraints, this will be carried forward to the next meeting. 

 

12 Membership review 
CS reported that he had received very few responses but those he had received were all 
positive. He felt Council therefore had a mandate to move ahead with this proposal. He 
noted that insurers had now agreed that the additional liability insurance would not incur 
any cost as this had been offset by the amended cover for marathon grooms. He 
estimated the total cost to BC will be around £2.5k. CS suggested mitigating the financial 
risk by retaining the marathon groom membership category until 2019. There was some 
discussion regarding the rate of discount for additional members at the same address but 
it was felt £15 was appropriate. DW proposed taking the risk of the whole package in 2018 
and tweaking the rates if there was a significant drop in membership income. This was 
seconded by JI and agreed unanimously.  
From July members will be able to buy a separate PA policy at a cost of £75 with 
enhanced benefits. It was agreed to retain the existing PA until the end of the year as this 
was included when members renewed. 

 

13 Sport 80 and Mike Watts’ platforms 
CS reported that he had spoken to Mike Watts and received a proposal from Innate which 
he had circulated to Council. CS had met Sport 80 and had been asked to make them an 
offer rather than them tell us what reduction, if any, they could offer. 
BF noted the benefit to BC of adopting the Sport 80 system and it was felt that they 
offered the best way forward and were the preferred option although the Innate system 
would not be discounted until negotiations with Sport 80 were concluded. He calculated 
that at 4% they would generate £14k which could go up to £22.5k if the clubs used it too. 
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CS noted the event organisers were on side if the cost was borne by BC. The stripe fee is 
1.2% plus 20p / transaction. CS felt that the cost could, if necessary, be recovered (at 
least in part) through an increase in start fees. JB suggested approaching Sport 80 and 
giving them the figure BC can afford. CS felt it would be worth identifying the concrete cost 
saving of the office assistant and then calculate the amount that would need to be added 
to the start fee to produce the 1% and 2% options which would form be the basis of 
negotiations with Sport 80. CS will advise Mike Watts that Council have not yet made a 
decision. CS felt a fixed fee was desirable from BC’s perspective, if Sport 80 would accept 
that, or 1% of all transactions with a minimum of £5k. 

 
 
 
 
 
CS/BF 

14 Club Training Grants 
BF noted that this pertained to the BC training grant. CS noted there should be an entry in 
the P&P manual regarding the procedure for awarding these. After some discussion, it 
was felt that a move to merge the existing club training grants with the BC/SDF joint 
grants could be desirable but the long term plans of the SDF will need to be established 
before any decision can be made. AF will forward the proposal from the SDF to Council. 
AF and BF will feed back to the next meeting.  
AF noted 4 joint BC/SDF grant applications had been received so far. 

 
MK 
 
AF 
AF/BF 
 
 

15 Finance 
1. Approval of annual accounts for 2016: BF noted he had hoped to circulate 

these prior to the meeting but they were not yet ready. BF will circulate them as 
soon as possible and seek approval by e-mail. 

2. 2017 budget: BF noted the point to which MK had alluded in her office report of 
slightly falling numbers. BF noted anomalies with training finances. MK and BF will 
liaise to reconcile this. BF noted a budget surplus was still predicted. 

3. Financial structure of events and implications for VAT: This was discussed 
under 4.12. 

4. Move to electronic communication with members: BF noted he would like to 
stop sending postal communications to members. MK noted around 10% of 
members do not have e-mail. DW noted some communication was still needed on 
paper. It was felt that paper copies can be easier to reference. JB noted that 
MailChimp was good for sending out newsletters. BF noted that it was not 
necessary to send paper copies of the AGM notice etc. DW felt that many 
members paid in order to receive communication. Paper will be necessary for 
those members who do not have e-mail. Due to time constraints, no firm 
conclusion was reached. 

 
 
BF 
 
 
 
MK/BF 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

16 Committee Reports 
1. F&GP: CS reported that F&GP had met twice to consider the Membership and 

Insurance Proposal (now passed), Sport 80 and on line entries (already 
discussed) and MK’s office and salary review. CS reported that F&GP had not 
been able to reach a consensus in relation to certain aspects of MK’s 
remuneration package. MK left the room and a confidential discussion took place. 

2. Competitions: Ian Gilbert had circulated the minutes of the Competitions 
Committee meeting which took place at Catton.  
FC noted there was a new venue offering to host an event near Newcastle. DW 
noted the estate was perfect for driving trials, particularly a Championship, with an 
excellent water supply already in place, no barrier to building permanent obstacles 
(which would include water) and plenty space for numerous dressage arenas. DL 
felt Cricklands would be a better venue for a NC. An organiser is still to be 
identified. 
The Competitions Committee recommended removing the need to extend the axle 
for dressage. Council did not wish to adopt this recommendation.  
The Competitions Committee recommended a greater proportion of the committee 
should consist of members as most were currently also members of Council. BF 
noted he disagreed with this view.  

3. Rules: CS noted there were no further items to discuss. 

   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
MK 
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4. Judges: JR noted the Judges Committee recommended Ivor Harper was relisted 
onto List 3. This was proposed by AF, seconded by FC, and agreed unanimously. 

5. Health and Safety: Nothing to report. 
Working Groups 

6. Training: Nothing further to report. 

 
 

17 Any other reports 
1. Office: MK had circulated a report prior to the meeting and had nothing further to 
add. 
2. NOD Funding Meeting: MK noted Zoe Morgan had attended on behalf of BC and 
had indicated she would send the minutes but these had not yet been received. 
3. Insurance Review Meeting: CS reported that all the new proposals had been 
agreed. Some costs will be saved with the membership restructure. It was agreed to 
retain the same levels for the Group Personal Accident policy during the transition to 
the new membership structure that are presently in place. 
4. Office Review Meeting: Updated under F&GP. 

 

18 Dates and venues for 2017 Council meetings 
This will be decided by Doodle Poll. FC asked if weekend dates were an option. CS noted 
that this was an agenda item for the next meeting. 

MK 

19 AOCB 
Clarifying FEI Article 913 regarding eligibility to compete as a 3* driver: FC raised 
this as Lynda Christian had entered Hopetoun twice hoping to upgrade to FEI 3* level. CS 
referred to the rule book wording. BF noted he remembered Philip Bateman, at the annual 
conference, saying you can enter twice at the same event. CS noted this was not 
accurate; the FEI 1* format allows for 2 separate events on the same weekend. The FEI 
had refused to accept a double entry in the FEI 1* at Sandringham in 2016. FC felt the 
rule remained unclear and left room for interpretation. DW agreed with CS that the rule 
was clear as it said 2 events. FC still felt clarification of the FEI rule book was required. FC 
proposed writing to the FEI to ask for clarification of that rule with the definition of an 
event. There was no seconder for the proposal which fell. JB asked if we needed to speak 
to Lynda but it was agreed no further action would be taken. MK will respond to Lynda.  
Non-attendance at events without withdrawing: JH noted a competitor had not 
withdrawn from Cricklands and 2 other competitors had sent messages via Facebook. CS 
referred to the rule which stipulated a fine was payable if no official withdrawal was made. 
MK noted she had put a reminder in the next Carriage Driving news pages. It was agreed 
to write to the member in question with a warning that any further occurrences generate a 
fine as prescribed in the Rule Book. 
Vehicle weights: MK noted it had been drawn to her attention that at least 2 drivers had 
vehicles under weight. JB felt ignoring this rule could allow the problem to get worse. DL 
will look into hiring a weigh bridge for the NCs.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
MK 
 
 
 
MK 
 
 
 
 

20 Presentation from Clare Salmon at 1.30 pm: Blueprint for BEF Strategy  
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British Carriagedriving Council Minutes 
 

 

The Kegworth Hotel, Packington Hill, Kegworth, Derbyshire, DE74 2DF  
  

Wednesday 2nd August 2017 at 9.30am 
 
 
 

1 Present at the Meeting: James Broome, Frank Campbell, Angela Flanagan, Ben Freer, Jane 
Isaac, James Rooney and David West. Chris Smith joined the meeting at 13.30 and took over 
the Chair from JB. Agenda items were dealt with out of order to accommodate this. 
Apologies were received from Dick Lane. 
The minutes were taken by the Executive Officer, Mary Kusin. 

2 Conflicts of interest 
No new conflicts of interest were noted. Conflicts with individual agenda items will be noted 
during the meeting. 

3 Additional agenda item  
Emails were being received regarding a request for input to the Radio 2 Jeremy Vine Show at 
lunchtime today. Some discussion ensued regarding suitable candidates to take part. It was 
agreed to contact George Bowman Snr., Mark Broadbent and Sara Howe with JB from Council.  

4 Minutes of the previous meeting 
The minutes of the last meeting were proposed by DW, seconded by JB and agreed 
unanimously as a true record of the meeting. The minutes were signed by the Chairman. 

5 Matters arising 
1. Social Media Strategy: CS felt that BF’s suggestion of a Social Media Coordinator was 

desirable. Creating content was one of the biggest barriers. BF felt current members, 
prospective members, event promotion and other stakeholders were areas where 
communication was required. BF introduced his paper on the need for a social media 
strategy. 
CS felt that liaison should be with all BEF member bodies as we all need to talk to each 
other more and, while Social Media communication is important, we need to focus on 
other media outlets (print/radio) too. CS felt that a focus on top athletes could be off-
putting for new drivers and JB confirmed that many large companies were now focusing 
on grass-roots competitors in their promotions. JB noted that the main stars of dressage, 
show jumping and eventing were limited to 2 per discipline. It would be necessary to 
manage expectation as it is not practical to have the winners of all classes mentioned 
regularly. JB felt Instagram could be another valuable resource as exposure was greater 
than Facebook.  
CS felt that the appointment of the coordinator was the first step as this would lead to the 
enabling actions with development taken forward by a smaller group. CS suggesting 
mentioning the desire to appoint a volunteer at the Conference and on Facebook. JB 
suggested paying someone’s phone bill to entice them to take the job. CS noted that 
there was not a focus on international competitors on BD/BS etc. and that the BC web-
site was excellent with a variety of quality photographs. AF proposed that BF draft an 
appropriate post. This was seconded by JI and agreed unanimously. 
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2. Sponsorship and the Publicity Working Group: CS noted he proposed to host a 
cocktail reception at the NCs to thank the main sponsors, the winners of the Points 
League and Council. Other relevant discussion is recorded under item 12. 

3. Progress re cascade of safety information: FC is now working on this and has 
reviewed the Accident and Incident Report forms. FC felt that the recipients were not yet 
identified and asked if it was necessary. CS noted this had already been confirmed as 
necessary to enable a route to be identified to share information when it was important 
to do so and noted FC had already agreed to do this. CS asked MK to share the 
accident reports with all the members of the Safety Committee. 

4. Pneumatic tyres: It was agreed that this will be added to the Rule Book for 2018. The 
issue of measuring the track width of a vehicle with pneumatic tyres was raised. It was 
agreed that these should be measured with cones to replicate the actual competition. 

5. Memorandum and Articles Revision: This is still work in progress. 
6. RWHS Invitations – procedure for allocation: It was agreed that confirmation of the 

number of invitations for each class would be required from RWHS before invitations 
were extended to drivers although this could be difficult for drivers when planning their 
competition season. 

7. Electronic communication with members: CS felt that communication should now be 
electronic except when no e-mail address was available. This was proposed by BF, 
seconded by FC and agreed unanimously. JB felt a paper Yearbook should still be 
supplied and it was agreed to retain this for the time being. 

8. Weighbridge for National Championships: MK will e-mail DL to ask about progress. 

6 Confirmation of e-mail decisions 
1. Letter from Horse Pairs Chef d’Equipe re allocation of the Individual place for the 

Horse Pairs World Championships: The decision to award the individual place to 
Joanna Attenborough, subject to her meeting various conditions, was confirmed by e-
mail. This was proposed by DW, seconded b BF and agreed unanimously. 

2. E-mail from Chris Smith seeking Council permission to compete abroad: It was 
agreed that CS met all the necessary criteria and his permission to compete abroad was 
agreed by e-mail. 

3. Funding for individuals competing in the Pony World Championships: FC 
congratulated BF on his crowdfunding campaign which had raised over 5K for the Pony 
WC fund. The donation to the individual Pony WC representatives was agreed by e-mail 
as £800, rather than the original figure of £1,200. This was agreed by e-mail, proposed 
by DW, seconded by JI and agreed unanimously. 

7 Correspondence 
1. E-mail from Lucy McGill re scoring: JB noted the results had been slow to be 

published on the internet at Cricklands. DW noted that queries had to be dealt with 
before scores were published. It was noted that some confusion had been caused by 
partial scores being published. It was agreed that it was necessary for scorers to be 
allowed to work in a controlled environment. JB felt managing spectator expectation was 
key to resolving such issues. FC felt that live scores were now the norm and JR felt 
Council had to establish who was in charge of publication. JI noted the need to specify 
that results are provisional. JB proposed that the scorers were in charge of publication 
and Council will manage competitor expectation. This was seconded by JR and agreed 
unanimously.  

BF noted that the Leinart system specified when scores were provisional although the 
Mike Watts’ system did not. JB felt the format of the Mike Watts system was difficult to 
interpret for people who are not familiar with the sport. It was agreed to write to the 
scorers noting that they are empowered to publish provisional results at their discretion. 
JB proposed the amendment to Article 9.10. CS will refine the wording. This was 
seconded by AF and agreed unanimously. 

2. E-mail from Pony Chef d’Equipe re amendment to FEI rules: A proposal had been 
submitted to alter the number of individual invitations to a World Championship event for 
countries who were unable to send a full team. It was agreed to ask Jill Holah to draft an 
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appropriate letter which we will formally submit to the FEI and EEF Driving Committee. 
This was proposed by FC, seconded by JB and agreed unanimously. 

3. Letter requesting permission to affiliate a new club: Following receipt of the relevant 
paperwork from Breckland Carriage Driving, DW proposed their application is approved. 
This was seconded by JI and agreed unanimously. 

4. Email from a member regarding the venue for the National Championships: JB 
noted he had received an e-mail noting the distance for Scottish drivers and the 
suggestion that the National Championships could rotate between a north and south 
venue. DW noted there was no plans to this at present. FC noted the Competitions 
Committee would look into this possibility and the views of the membership sought. JB 
suggested plotting the post codes of all the national drivers to look at the geographical 
spread of drivers. It was agreed that JB would reply to note a more strategic approach to 
event planning in the future. 

8 BC web-site publishing guidelines and use of BC logo on external web-sites 
JB noted that the above documents were published on the web-site. DW proposed formally 
adopting these. This was seconded by BF and agreed unanimously. 

9 2017 FEI Awards – Equestrian Heroes Nominations: Longines Rising Star, Best Athlete, 
Best Groom, Against All Odds and FEI Solidarity 
It was agreed that a nomination may be submitted if successful results were achieved at Minden. 

10 2017 AGM and Conference 
It was noted that AF, BF and FC were prepared to stand for election. JB noted he was willing to 
stand for re-election. It was agreed that CS would chair the Club Meeting and Philip Bateman 
asked to chair the International meeting. The Event Organisers meeting will take place on Friday 
27th October and be chaired by JI. DW felt a light lunch for Council was desirable as this avoided 
the main rush at the bar. This will be a business meeting and MK will request a separate room. 

It was agreed that the Pony and Horse Pairs WCs would give a presentation. BF will ask 
Rosanna if she will do the presentation and JB will liaise with the Horse Pairs to identify a 
volunteer. JI suggested some old photos to show their origins in driving and this was felt to be a 
good idea. 

The membership review will need to be presented to the members at the Conference and this 
will be finalised by CS. 

FC noted he had written a document relating to the way forward for the sport and would like to 
present it to the members. BF noted a long-term strategy for the sport was needed. JB 
suggested putting it to the members that various topics were going to be discussed e.g. 
participation and performance pathways and invite consultation in due course with the members. 
DW suggested that FC circulate the document he has prepared and discuss this at the next 
meeting to identify a selection of bullet points on which to focus. JB suggested FC make this 
presentation. 

11 Education System for Driving Officials 
DW felt that the general principles were sound. It was agreed we had no comment to make. 

12 Sponsorship Coordinator 
CS felt we needed a more coordinated approach to sponsorship to maximise the impact on the 
sport and to support events and that a coordinator, who was a member of Council was needed. 
CS felt a package of benefits could be useful to attract a principal sponsor for the event series. 
Marathon numbers could have logos on them etc. He suggested trying to form a partnership with 
a company whose products epitomise a tough outdoor image. 
JB felt a title sponsor for each class could also be a good way forward and that the package 
must be delivered effectively. CS suggested referring to the Howden Novice Classes at all times. 
CS asked Council to come back to the next meeting with at least one suggestion for companies 
to contact with ideas that can be promoted. AF felt that we needed to have the package 
organized as the first question from any prospective sponsor will be what’s in it for them and this 
needs to be professionally presented. 
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13 Sport 80 and Innate platforms 
CS noted that it had not been possible to conclude due diligence with Sport 80. BF will suggest 
that he is happy to sign a non-disclosure agreement and not share the information with Council. 
BF felt the Sport 80 financial position had improved substantially over the last 12 months 
although he felt that the 10k + VAT figure was too high. 

CS noted 3 options were on the table: Sport 80, Innate or continue as we do at present. BF felt 
that cost savings with the platform would be around 6k. With a 2% increase in revenue 
generating streams, this would come to 8k, while a 3% increase would raise 9.5k. CS felt the 
Stripe fee would have to be covered by the user but BC would stand the cost of Sport 80. 
Although BF is projecting a surplus again this year CS noted some of the predicted surplus was 
accounted for through the changes implemented via the membership review. BF felt that we 
were experiencing a higher risk if Sport 80 were not happy to provide the financial information 
requested. CS was concerned that the contract did not commit them to a price for the term of the 
contract. CS asked if the additional expense of Sport 80 was justified. BF felt that a figure of 
around 8-9k would be more viable. It was noted that Innate system was not focused on sport 
management which was the area of expertise for Sort 80 and that the Sport 80 database was 
much more sophisticated.  

JB felt that BC needed to meet with the decision maker at Sport 80 and put our offer on the table. 
Until this is known it is too difficult to reach a decision. JB proposed that no decision is taken 
today until such time as an effort is made to try and reduce the price. This was seconded by FC 
and agreed unanimously.  

14 Club Training Grants 
BF noted he had made no progress with this. AF had no further information from the SDF 
regarding their future plans. This will be carried forward to the next meeting. 

MK noted she had received nothing back re clarification of the clinic funding from BF. He noted 
he had been busy and had yet to look into this. 

15 Finance 

BF noted there was nothing to report. The 2016 accounts are with the auditors and will hopefully 
be signed off shortly.  

BF asked for the accounts to be sent to members by e-mail with a printed copy to those without 
e-mail.  DW suggested a detailed balance sheet in the Conference Pack with the full accounts on 
the web-site. The same abbreviated accounts could then be sent out to members with the AGM 
notice. BF proposed that an e-mail is sent to members with the AGM Notice and associated 
paperwork with a postal notice to those without e-mail. This was confirmed under 5.7 after CS 
joined the meeting. 

16 Committee Reports 
1. F&GP: CS noted that a meeting had taken place to discuss Sport 80 at which Barry 

Hilditch presented the event statistics which were encouraging for this year. 
2. Competitions: IG had submitted a report to Council prior to the meeting. FC noted he 

had some concerns regarding the operation of the Competitions Committee and felt he 
was not as involved as he would like to be prior to taking over when IG retires at the end 
of this season. FC felt a review of the 2016 events would be desirable. JB noted finding 
possible dates was always a problem. DW highlighted problems if any national dates 
were moved as this created a huge problem for clubs. DW felt a longer lead time than 
next year’s calendar was required if dates were to be changed. FC felt this was an issue 
for Competitions Committee to discuss and will work to progress this. 
Bywell was discussed regarding approval to run as a Regional event in 2018. JI noted it 
was important to be supportive of organisers. FC felt BC needed to know more of the 
detail however JI noted there was no financial risk to BC and that Patti Atkinson was 
already working hard on the event. JB felt that feedback from the event would be the 
best guide as to the standard of the event and the possibility of a future upgrade to a 
National. This addition to the event calendar was duly approved. 
DW noted that Onley was prepared to upgrade to a Regional if a date cold be agreed. JB 
noted distance to events was one of the biggest identified hurdles. 
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DW raised the query from Goodwood where a separate small pony evolution class had 
been run. The question was being asked if these should be amalgamated for NC 
qualification. DW felt that an additional class was at the organisers’ discretion and 
proposed that the classes were amalgamated for NC qualification and points. This was 
seconded by FC and agreed unanimously.  
DW noted other items pertaining to Evolution. As the intention was to create progress to 
National events, he felt it should have a limit of 2 years. JB felt that no restriction should 
be placed yet until numbers increased. It was agreed to leave it be at present. Louise 
McCutcheon had noted that there was difficulty identifying drivers’ eligibility. It was felt 
that this had to be largely taken on trust unless notified otherwise. 

3. Rules: CS noted he was working on incorporating any changes already agreed into the 
Rule Bok for 2018, and it now remained to decide which of the FEI rule changes should 
be supported or an objection noted. 
The Rules Committee felt BC should oppose the second transfer. This was proposed by 
DW, seconded by JB and agreed unanimously. The removal of the Youth Single Horse 
was also considered undesirable. Objection to this was proposed by JI, seconded by AF 
and agreed unanimously. The other major issue was the difficulty to police the rule 
regarding talking in cones by grooms. FC proposed supporting this change and this was 
seconded by JB and agreed unanimously. 

4. Judges: Nothing to report. MK noted she had yet to receive contact details for Ivor 
Harper. JR said he would action this. 

5. Health and Safety: Peter Bridson had reported before the meeting. There was no trend 
identified in the reported accidents / incidents. FC felt the paperwork for reporting was 
satisfactory although could possibly be reduced in volume. JI noted that 2 of the events 
were FEI events and although the TD at Hopetoun was reported as not driving the 
course with the Safety Officer, this had been done by the FEI TD who does not report to 
BC. DW felt that photographers should check in with organisers. This will be included in 
the review of the photographers’ policy at the next meeting. 

Working Groups 
6. Training: AF noted that the report had been received from SCDA’s event and approved 

for payment. 

17 Any other reports 
1. Office: MK had reported on options for the office photocopier to inform the discussion on 

future methods of communication. 
2. EEF Driving Meeting: JI had circulated the minutes having attended this meeting. JI 

noted that we had to write as a National Federation if action was required. 
There had been a lively discussion on many issues. One issue which prompted much 
discussion was the order for starting. The removal of Section A and a warm up in an 
arena containing a warm up obstacle produced additional questions and safety concerns 
and is at the discretion of the organiser. The second transfer created considerable 
discussion and was agreed as an undesirable change. The EEF considered an 
appropriate time frame for PE Championships was every 2 years but annually for the 
Youth Championships due to age changes. 

18 Dates and venues for 2017 Council meetings  
CS asked MK to conduct a Doodle Poll to establish a convenient date for the next meeting. It 
was agreed to look for dates at the end of September/beginning of October. 

19 AOCB 
Safeguarding Audit Representative: CS had been asked to attend but was presently unable to 
do so. AF mentioned that she would be willing to attend if CS could not do so. 
Publicity for Combined Pony Results JB noted that after the previous combined pony event 
there had been some criticism about the lack of publicity given to the outstanding results. It was 
agreed that BC should have a plan in place to ensure that maximum publicity was generated. BF 
agreed to liaise with Julia Crockford. 
Tackling challenges and barriers to joining Council: FC expressed concern that the time 
required to attend council meetings and the expense involved acted as a deterrent to more 
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members volunteering. The number of co-optees on Council seemed to support this conclusion. 
CS mentioned that it would be difficult to hold meetings at weekends during the summer. He was 
also concerned that if meetings were held at weekends over the winter the Executive Officer 
would not be present to take minutes. After some discussion, it was agreed to trial the holding of 
2 meetings over the winter on weekends. 
In relation to expenses CS was concerned that the membership might not support making 
payments to council members. The position of other volunteers such as judges, stewards, CDs 
and TDs was also discussed. After some discussion it was agreed to raise this issue during the 
open forum at the AGM to see how the membership felt. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Signed   Date   
 
Chris Smith: Chairman British Carriagedriving 
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British Carriagedriving Council Minutes 
 

 

The Kegworth Hotel, Packington Hill, Kegworth, Derbyshire, DE74 2DF  
  

Thursday 28th September 2017 at 9.30am 
 
 
 

1 Present at the Meeting: James Broome, Frank Campbell, Angela Flanagan, Ben Freer, Dick Lane, 
James Rooney and Chris Smith. 
Apologies were received from Jane Isaac and David West. 
The minutes were taken by the Executive Officer, Mary Kusin. 

2 Conflicts of interest 
No new conflicts of interest were noted. Conflicts with individual agenda items will be noted during 
the meeting. 

3 Minutes of the previous meeting 
The words “a detailed balance sheet” were amended to read “abbreviated accounts” in paragraph 2, 
item 15. The minutes of the last meeting were proposed by BF, seconded by AF and agreed 
unanimously as a true record of the meeting. The minutes, with the amendment inserted, were 
signed by the Chairman. 

4 Matters arising 
1. Social Media Strategy: BF noted he had not managed to progress this yet. Social media will 

be used to identify individuals who may be willing to take this idea forwards. CS asked BF to 
prepare an abbreviated version of his presentation to take to Conference.  

2. Progress re cascade of safety information: FC suggested this was sent out at the end of 
the season. CS noted it was important to have a mechanism for distributing urgent 
information. 

3. Memorandum and Articles Revision: This has been sent to the members for approval at 
the AGM. This, if agreed, will enable BC to claim gift aid relief on donations. 

4. Weighbridge at the National Championships: CS commended DL on getting the 
weighbridge operational. DL noted part of the mechanism from the old weighbridge for 
loading carriages was missing but the new system was accurate, had worked and is 
relatively easy to set up and transport. DL noted it had been calibrated by the manufacturer. 
JB suggested allowing a 2kg tolerance. DL noted it had cost £400 and it was agreed to 
refund this sum to DL. The bridge will be the property of BC and DL will store and transport 
it. It was agreed that it had been helpful to allow drivers to weigh their vehicles before the 
event. 

5. 2017 AGM and Conference Update: MK confirmed that there would be an election for the 
first time since 2012 and the necessary arrangements were made for the Conference. MK 
asked BF to supply the abbreviated accounts urgently to enable them to be sent with the 
voting paper at the beginning of next week, leaving time for the vote to take place. 

6. Sponsorship Co-ordinator: JI had submitted her suggestion by e-mail as she was unable 
to attend. BF felt the marketing material had to be prepared before any approach is made to 
a potential sponsor. CS agreed but noted he had asked for ideas to enable the marketing to 
be targeted appropriately. CS agreed that this could be developed at a later date but some 
progress needed to be made. BF felt that existing relationships had to be maintained while 
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the bigger picture will take longer to prepare. BF suggested creating a skeleton template 
which can be used as a starting point and developed as required. CS suggested sourcing 
some class sponsorship and printing marathon numbers with a logo. JB noted the Lienart 
scoring system enabled logos to be printed on all the paperwork. MK noted that information 
was needed for the Yearbook which has a deadline of 30th November. 

7. Sport 80 and Innate Platforms: CS reported a productive meeting with Sport 80 although 
this had not translated into a reduced cost as he had hoped. BF noted that the predicted 
surplus in the accounts could be reinvested in the sport and the predicted savings would also 
contribute to the overall cost. It was felt that an investment in Sport 80 would enhance the 
image of BC and allow technology to be used to our advantage. CS noted some restrictions 
on the capability within the price which would leave some tasks still done manually. CS 
referred to the option of the Innate system. BF felt this did not fit as well with the corporate 
image he felt Sport 80 projected. BF felt it might be appropriate, given the now slightly 
rushed time frame and differences of opinion amongst Council, to take a step back and 
investigate the market for alternatives. MK suggested that the existing system could be 
continued for another 12 months which would allow time to see how the finances fare after 
the new membership categories are introduced in 2018. JB asked if the BEF was looking to 
develop systems for membership or if it was possible to have a joint effort with other MBs 
such as British Eventing. It was agreed that a platform was the way forward. Some Council 
members felt that the Sport 80 system was supplying functionality that was not required by 
BC. JB offered to phone Iain Graham, CEO of British Showjumping, and ask what system 
they used and seek an idea of the cost. 

8. Club Training Grants: BF noted this had not yet been addressed. AF noted the SDF had 
not yet responded. CS felt BC should commit to this again next year and hope the SDF will 
follow suit. It was felt that the Try Driving was the most productive use of the funding. BF 
asked if Try Driving could be offered at events but it was agreed that safety issues would be 
a concern. It was felt that club events would be a good entry point. 

5 Correspondence 
1. E-mail from an event organiser re future of events: CS noted the overlap with issues 

raised in item 5.3. BF felt that some of the points raised had merit. DL asked if there was any 
system we could adopt to mirror other disciplines regarding the need to be a member of the 
national governing body and remove start fees. It was noted that this only applied to affiliated 
events and this was the system we already had in place. FC felt that start fees were working 
well and should not be tampered with at this point. CS noted that the new membership 
structure was an unknown quantity and BC needed to retain some established income.  

It was felt that improvements could be made to National and Regional events, in line with 
comments received via the on line survey, although CS reminded Council that these were 
independent from BC. It was agreed that the calendar was set for 2018 although changes 
could be considered for the following year. CS felt that many ideas had been discussed 
although more details with statistics were needed to try and predict the likelihood of a 
positive or negative impact. 

CS suggested that BC should encourage events to offer stabling and hookup and subsidise 
the cost if the event makes a loss. FC proposed this motion, which was seconded by AF and 
agreed unanimously. It was felt that this offered a clear advantage for National events. 
Showers were also discussed and considered desirable. 

2. E-mail from a member re Facebook Post: It was noted that the organiser of Redenham 
had put very negative posts on Facebook regarding the introduction of a Northern Regional 
event on the same date. 

3. E-mail from a member re support for national events and selection: The email 
suggested that participation in 3 nationals could be one of the criteria for NC qualification 
and the points league should continue to be used for international selection as this 
supported home events. DL noted the second point had already been discussed and 
agreement for the procedure for next year agreed. It was felt that the first suggestion may 
reduce the number of event and NC entries. JB suggested that Regional events should not 
be used as an opportunity to qualify for the NCs. MK noted the income derived from start 
fees would be lost and CS felt that the National circuit would be reduced due to the number 
of days away for drivers which may reduce entries. This would also impact on the National 
Championship income. It was agreed to leave Regional events with NC qualification. 
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4. Letter from David Smith re Article 911.6: CS noted he will write back and ask for 
clarification of his proposal. 

5. E-mail from Fiona Powell re dressage marking: JR suggested passing this to the Judges 
Committee and asking them to respond. MK will reply to Fiona and note it will be looked at 
by the Judges Committee. 

6. E-mail from a member re selection events avoiding the National Championships: FC 
declared a conflict of interest. CS noted the Competitions Committee had proposed that no 
selection events were held at the National Championships. This will be discussed further 
under Item 15.2.c. 

6 Review of Photography Policy 
CS felt that there had been a few teething troubles but in general this had been a success. The name 
of Official Photographer will be changed to Registered Photographer. New bibs will be issued which 
have a number and remain with that person. FC will update the policy document and forward to MK. 
Annual registration will be required.  

7 Finance 
1. Affiliation fees for 2018: BF noted he needed to prepare the budget for next year before 

this can be confirmed.  
2. Membership and start fees for 2018: These have been discussed previously and will be 

reviewed when BF completes the budget. BF will forward his proposals to Council by email. 

8 2018 Training Clinics 
MK noted that Judges and CD club clinics would be held by rotation. Philip Bateman has the 
international / national clinic organised at Stow-on-the-Wold. AF suggested having the club judges 
run at indoor events with live turnouts. AF will notify MK of the venues and programme for the day. 
JB suggested asking the judges to write comments and not let the drivers hear them as this can be 
demoralising.  
AF suggested publishing a list of recognised abbreviations. It was agreed this was an excellent idea.  

9 National Championships Review 
It was clear from the volume of responses that there had been considerable problems with a number 
of aspects of this year’s championships. It was agreed that a venue with an existing infrastructure 
and on-site organiser would be desirable. 
FC proposed putting the 2018 event out to tender, this was seconded by DL and agreed. JB felt 
rotating the event around a few venues would be desirable as this reduced the problem of having 2 
events at the same venue in one calendar year. Further aspects of this discussion were deemed to 
be confidential by the British Carriagedriving Council. It was agreed that the date for 2018 would be 
14-16th September as this allowed time for the Single Horse World Championship team members to 
compete. 
There was some discussion about the possibility of running Cirencester as either a National or 
Regional event in future years. MK will speak to the Bathhurst Estate to discuss options. 
Following on from the discussion regarding the Championships, it was felt that the Social Media co-
ordinator would replace the publicity side of the contract for the Event and Publicity Officer and CS 
will notify the current post holder of the forthcoming changes. 

10 FEI Championship Reports 
Jill Holah had submitted a report from Minden and CS highlighted Tara’s achievement. 
Paul Sidwell had sent a brief report from Lipica and will expand on this shortly as he has only just 
returned.  
CS noted that the drivers and Chefs d’Equipe should be thanked on behalf of BC. It was agreed that 
the new Selection Process had enabled flexibility to be created in the team.  

11 Appointment of Selection and Ratification Panels 
CS noted this was required for Ponies and Horse Pairs.  
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Ponies: FC and BF left the room due to a conflict of interest. JR advised a conflict as he competes 
for another country. CS will liaise with Jill Holah regarding a replacement Chef d’Equipe for the 
ponies and a decision will be deferred until this individual is identified. 
Horse Pairs: CS, AF and FC left the room due to a conflict of interest. JB felt Paul Sidwell was likely 
to remain as Chef d’Equipe. JB proposed Chef d'Equipe or Team Trainer: Paul Sidwell, Council 
Representative: Ben Freer and Council Nominee: Derrick Mayes. This was seconded by DL and 
agreed unanimously. 

12 Event Feedback Survey Responses 
JB noted this had been a productive exercise for events with a range of people responding. The 
demographic statistics will be useful and he highlighted the fact that some events have many club 
drivers while others have more international drivers. JB offered to prepare a summary which will be 
presented at Conference. This initiative will be continued next year. 

13 Event Organisers Meeting 
MK confirmed this was arranged and an agenda had been sent out with last year’s minutes. MK will 
ask the event organisers if they are having stabling and hook up and amend the entry form 
accordingly. 

14 Selection Events for 2018 
This will be discussed under Item 15.2. 

15 Committee Reports 
1. F&GP: CS noted there was nothing to report. 
2. Competitions:  Ian Gilbert had submitted a report in advance of the meeting. 

a) 2017 Statistics: Barry Hilditch had supplied his annual statistics which showed numbers 
were much the same as previous years. 

 b) Class Structure Review: This will be discussed later in conjunction with a review of 
events. 
c) 2018 Provisional Calendar and Selection Events: IG’s report recommended selection 
events for 2018 which avoided the National Championships and noted that GB IV has 
offered to run selection classes with normal cones at Lowther.  
FC noted, as the prospective Chairman of the Competitions Committee next year, he 
intended to improve communication and encourage the committee to have a more active 
role. He noted a Regional event was running before Lowther and highlighted that he felt this 
was not ideal although the calendar was otherwise good and avoided most clashes with 
international events. 
DL asked how Bywell had been approved. CS noted this had been discussed and approved 
at the last meeting. DL felt that the clash with Redenham was unfortunate. It was noted that 
a member had compared the Allerton Regional event and Redenham entries. As there were 
no drivers who had entered both events, it was considered unlikely that running on the same 
date would impact on either event. DL noted that he had offered to personally underwrite 
Redenham to reassure the organiser regarding the viability of the event. CS thanked DL for 
this. AF and FC expressed concerns as to the future of Bywell as they were now seeking 
help from the North East club to assist with running the event. 
No selection events are required for Horse Fours as DL noted the class was happy with 3 
events in 2019.  
FC left the room due a conflict of interest with the events for Single Horse selection. JB felt 
early selection events were desirable to give anyone wishing to compete abroad the 
opportunity to do so and that this involved choosing three out of Ashfields, Hopetoun, 
Cricklands and Sandringham. JB noted a conflict of interest as organiser of Cricklands. After 
a lengthy discussion, DL proposed Ashfields, Cricklands and Sandringham. This was 
seconded by BF and agreed unanimously.  
BF and FC left the room due to a conflict of interest with the events for Combined Pony 
selection. The letter regarding the use of the National Championships as a Selection event 
was noted at this point. It was felt that it was not appropriate to change a rule to 
accommodate one individual and that any driver could enter the selection events for points or 
compete at any other selection event if they were hoping to be the selected driver for an 
international team. CS felt that it would be advantageous to offer Lowther selection events. 
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CS felt some further discussion was needed with GB IV regarding the siting of the cones 
course before making a decision and suggested leaving this decision until a later date. JB 
raised concerns about the going at Lowther, particularly for pony turnouts. After further 
discussion and consideration of the on-line survey feedback, it was agreed not to use 
Lowther for selection events in 2018. 
JB proposed holding the first pony selection at the National Championships. This was 
seconded by JR and agreed unanimously.  
CS, AF and FC left the room due to a conflict of interest.  
BF proposed holding the first Horse Pairs selection event at the National Championships. 
This was seconded by DL and agreed unanimously.  

3. Rules: Nothing to report. 
4. Judges:              a) 2018 Dressage Tests: The new Open test has been well received. JR 

noted he had been asked to re-write it as an option for an 80m x 40m arena. The tests will 
remain unchanged in 2018. 
JR forwarded the request from the Judges Committee that Sanchia May, Sarah Louise 
Oxborrow, Mary Bryson and Minta Winn should be promoted from List 3 to List 2. This was 
proposed by JB, seconded by FC and agreed unanimously. The Judges Committee also 
recommended that Lee Kenworth and Gail Smith are added as probationary specialist cones 
judges. This was proposed by DL, seconded by BF and agreed unanimously. 

5. Health and Safety: Peter Bridson had sent a report which detailed recommendations for 
cascading safety information and recommended a Safety Clinic should be included at the 
end of the National Officials Clinic at Stow. It was agreed that this would be a good initiative. 

Working Groups 
6. Training: EQL are not continuing to mentor UKCC. Their replacement has still to be 

confirmed. AF noted she had not yet completed the requested paperwork and was looking 
into the option of opting out as UKCC was not offering driving coaches much benefit. She 
was consulting with other coaches to see if an in-house option was possible. 

16 Any other reports 
1. Office: MK had submitted a report in advance of the meeting. 100 copies of the accounts will 

be printed for distribution at the Conference.  
2. Sport England Funding Bid: MK had attended the BEF AGM and MB quarterly meeting. 

She reported that the BEF bid will be focused on the ‘core market’ as they are no longer 
responsible for everyone that participates in equestrisn sport. New activities or current 
programmes only are eligible for funding as SE will not fund activities already underway in 
member bodies. The intention is to provide investment to NGBs to build capacity in the core 
market. The intention is to promote growth and improve the service provided to these 
customers so that their habit becomes more resilient and they don’t drop out for long periods 
or altogether. Volunteering is included. MK will participate in the on-line teleconference for 
the forthcoming workshop. 
CS noted the BEF governance model had been discussed at length and now looked like 
meeting the targets with a new BEF board complying with Sport England and UK Sport 
requirements. 

17 Dates and venues for 2017 Council meetings 
A short meeting will follow the AGM at which time a date will be set to suit the new Council. 

18 AOCB 
DL noted Sarah Garnett was very ill and back in hospital. DL will pass on the best wishes from BC. 
AF noted some approaches had been made to new venues which she will pass on if anything is 
confirmed. 
BF noted Sue Mart had suggested contacting Stuart Buntine. JB felt that it was likely he would be 
looking to have a main arena display provided which had created problems in the past as it was in 
the middle of the competition season. BF will investigate further. 
JB noted the British Masters Series 2017 events were scheduled to take place on Saturday 21 
October at Bury Farm, Sunday 22 October at Merrist Wood with the final at Bury Farm on 4 
November. 
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As there was no further business, the Chairman closed the meeting at 3.10pm and thanked the 
directors for attending. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Signed   Date   
 
Chris Smith: Chairman British Carriagedriving 
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British Carriagedriving Council Minutes 
 

 

Donington Manor Hotel, High Street, Castle Donington, DE74 2PP. 
 

Thursday 16th November 2017 at 9.30am 
 
 

1 Present at the Meeting: Patti Atkinson, James Broome, Angela Flanagan, Jane Isaac, Dick Lane, 
James Rooney, Chris Smith and David West. 
Apologies were received from Ben Freer who joined the meeting by phone for some agenda items. 
The Chairman welcomed PA to her first meeting. He noted that a few items would be taken out of 
order to accommodate items to which BF wished to contribute. 
The minutes were taken by the Executive Officer, Mary Kusin. 

2 Conflicts of interest 
No new conflicts of interest were noted. Conflicts with individual agenda items will be noted during 
the meeting. 

3 Minutes of the previous meeting 
The minutes of the previous 2 meetings were proposed by DW, seconded by JI, and agreed as a 
true record of the meetings. 

4 Matters arising 
1. Social Media Strategy: CS noted this had been mentioned at the Conference. BF asked to 

defer further discussion until the next meeting. CS suggested that BF put a note on Social 
Media before the next meeting so levels of interest can be gauged. 

2. Memorandum and Articles Revision: CS noted we were awaiting a reply from HMRC 
although the resolution had been approved at the AGM. CS noted we needed to enquire 
whether or not money received in the form of private (i.e. non commercial) ‘sponsorship’ 
could be treated as a gift and, therefore, be included for Gift Aid and queried if this can be 
used to benefit events if BC collected such donations centrally. JI will investigate this as she 
believes that SCDA already has this benefit for Hopetoun. 

3. Selection and Ratification Panel for Combined Ponies: CS noted Jill Holah has indicated 
she will continue at present as Chef d’Equipe for the ponies. JB proposed asking Karen 
Bassett as she had been on the Selection and Ratification panel for 2017 and this was 
agreed unanimously. JB was proposed as the Council representative by JR. This was 
seconded by DW and agreed unanimously. 

4. Selection Events for 2018: recommendations from the Event Organisers Meeting: The 
e-mail from PA was noted under this topic. CS noted the comments forwarded by the event 
organisers and the opinions, expressed by a member at Conference, who felt the opportunity 
to protect a qualifying dressage score was an advantage of not using Hopetoun as a 
selection event. CS also reported that he had contacted the single horse chef d’equipe who 
had said that in his view it was important not to use both 2* events as selection events but 
had not expressed any preference for which should be used. BF felt that drivers would 
attend Hopetoun anyway to achieve their dressage score. JI noted additional warm up 
facilities had been negotiated although CS noted that the original decision had not been 
based on facilities provided. JB and JI declared a conflict and left the room for the vote. The 
event organisers had proposed Ashfields and the 2 2* events (Hopetoun and Sandringham). 
An alternative of Ashfields, Hopetoun and Cricklands was suggested. Further discussion 
ensued around the various options including the possibility of Sandringham being used as a 
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team building event which PA noted had been suggested by the Chef d’Equipe for Single 
Horses. By a majority vote of 3 to 2, Ashfields, Hopetoun and Cricklands were agreed as the 
selection events for Single Horses in 2018.  
CS declared a conflict of interest regarding the use of Lowther as a selection event for Horse 
Pairs. CS noted he had discussed options with George Bowman IV and noted a clash with 
the YD European Championships and GB IV agreed this would be an undesirable conflict. 
CS left the room due to a conflict of interest. DW proposed that the pony selection classes 
remain at the NCs. This was seconded by Dl and agreed unanimously. There was no 
proposer to move the first Horse Pairs selection event from the NCs so this decision 
remained as agreed at the last meeting. 
After the meeting the chairman notified the Single Horse Chef d’Equipe of this decision. In 
response council received an e mail from the chef d’equipe indicating that he did not in fact 
intend to use Sandringham as a team building event and that his strong preference was for 
Sandringham rather than Hopetoun to be used as a selection event. In the light of this 
council voted (by e mail) by a majority of those eligible to vote to revert to the original 
decision. 

5. Photographers Policy and liability insurance: It was noted that Frank Campbell had not 
updated this. CS asked MK to make the necessary changes. The question of liability 
insurance was raised and it was felt that this was desirable. It was noted that a tick box was 
required to confirm proof of liability insurance, noting that this may require to be supplied to 
the event organiser on request and this must remain current throughout the season.  

5 Correspondence 
1. Email from a member re reinstating the end of season ball: CS asked who would carry 

the financial risk. DW felt that it was a good idea but clarity of the finances was required. CS 
felt if BC was to carry the risk a budget was needed and suggested a Survey Monkey to 
research levels of interest. CS felt we should respond to say BC is keen to support this but a 
budget was needed and a survey could assist in producing this. 

2. Letter from a member re National Championships venue: CS noted the points raised 
regarding the venue for the NCs. CS will respond assure her that her points will be 
considered when the tenders for the NCs are being considered. CS will note the ongoing 
discussion following earlier correspondence. 

3. Email from a member regarding publicity and associated issues: CS noted that many of 
the points in the letter were relevant. Further aspects of this discussion were deemed to be 
confidential by the British Carriagedriving Council. CS will respond to note what future plans 
regarding Social Media are being considered as a new approach is required. The lack of a 
photographer at the AGM was noted. CS felt that some of the event organisers would not 
welcome their feedback being generally shared. The suggestion to make the role of 
Treasurer an ex officio member of Council was noted and will be added to the agenda for the 
next meeting. CS felt that BF was keen to be involved with Council matters so a voting 
position may be preferred. 

4. Email from the Chairman of the International Teams Committee: CS noted 2 issues. 
Firstly, the choice of the 4th person for a championship team was considered as the 
individual driver was to be chosen on points under the current system although some 
difficulties have now been identified with this arrangement. A proposal to select the individual 
driver had been made. DW asked if Council would have the power of veto. JB asked if there 
was an understanding that the 3rd team member should be selected on points unless there 
was a strong reason not to do this. DW felt the Chefs d’Equipe understood this although it 
was not in writing. CS felt that criteria for selection of the 3rd and 4th team members should 
be detailed as this will impact on entries to GBR events. DL suggested specifying that at 
least one selection event should be contested in GBR by any drivers hoping for selection by 
the Selection and Ratification Panel. It was felt that this would increase transparency for the 
selection process. CS noted that the existing provision was that if the panel was unanimous 
in their decision, it would not come back to Council. JB proposed that the proposal from the 
Chairman of the International Teams Committee was supported with the proviso that to be 
eligible for selection (either as the third team member or the individual) a driver must have 
driven at at least one GBR selection event. This was seconded by DL and agreed 
unanimously. 

The second point referred to the suggestion that training plans should be enforced more 
strictly. JB felt that attendance at training camps did not necessarily justify the effort and 
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expense in the resulting performance improvement. It was felt that the proposal did not in 
fact require attendance at team training camps but that if it was accepted this would indicate 
a willingness to cooperate with the Chef d’Equipe. JB proposed agreeing to the suggestion 
of amending the paperwork as suggested. This was seconded by DW and agreed 
unanimously.  

PA suggested proposing a vote of thanks to Derrick Mayes who indicated he wished to 
retire. CS asked if a formal Chair was needed for this committee and suggested this was not 
required as he had spoken to Jill Holah who was willing to act as the point of contact with 
Council. MK will write to Derrick on behalf of Council. 

5. Email from a member re selection events: JB proposed asking the Chefs d’Equipe to 
make a recommendation which will be taken into account by Council when coming to their 
decision. DL felt the drivers’ input should be considered. BF noted by e-mail that the Chefs 
may be able to identify events which could reflect a championship venue which would be an 
advantage. DW seconded JB’s proposal and this was agreed unanimously. 

6. Email from an event organiser regarding a member’s complaint: Further aspects of this 
discussion were deemed to be confidential by the British Carriagedriving Council. 

7. Email re National Championship equipment: It was agreed that part of Ian’s costs should 
be reimbursed for reclaiming his own equipment. MK will respond to Ian and ask him to 
obtain quotations for the cost of transportation. 

8. Email from Patti Atkinson: Discussed under item 4.4. 

9. Email from Frank Campbell: This will be discussed under item 6. 

6 Committee Composition 
F&GP: CS noted F&GP currently consisted of himself, BF and JB with Barry Hilditch asked to remain 
for one year to add his experience and continuity. For 2018 this will now be CS, BF and JB. 
Competitions Committee: CS noted he was happy to support Frank’s request to remain on this 
committee. DW agreed to take on the role of chair and retain the existing members DL and JB. DW 
asked if he could add another member to represent the lower end of the competition spectrum and 
this was agreed, subject to Council approval. 
Rules: CS will retain the Chair of this committee with the other members being George Bowman Snr, 
Philip Bateman and Andrew Counsell 
Judges: Philippa Thomson is Chair. JR suggested the existing structure was retained and this was 
agreed. 
Health and Safety: Currently Peter Bridson, Tony Bache and Frank Campbell comprise this 
committee. CS felt a Council member would be desirable and asked for volunteers. DW agreed to 
represent Council on this committee. CS agreed to ask Frank Campbell whether he wished to remain 
on this committee. 
Training: This will remain unchanged. 

7 Class Representatives 
Sarah Meredith had agreed to take on the role for the Single Horse Class which was agreed 
unanimously by Council. 
Sue Mart had indicated that Rosanna Walters-Symons had agreed to take on this role for the Single 
Pony Class and this was approved unanimously. 

8 Senior Points League 
BF had noted by e-mail that he felt this would be difficult to administer. CS recorded his thanks to 
Louise McCutcheon who had prepared a document looking at a wide variety of options. CS 
suggested adding the final scores of all completed events and dividing by the number of events to 
produce an average. It was noted that this could be won on one event. After some discussion it was 
agreed to go with option 5 in Louise’s proposal where there will be one Senior Points League which 
includes all competitors in all classes. Drivers will be eligible from the year they reach their 60th 
birthday. 

9 Tender document for 2018 National Championships 
CS noted he had circulated the draft tender document which BF and DW had helped prepare. The 
following points were agreed: 
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• the tender will be offered initially for one year. 
• the welcome letter should reflect the fact that it is a BC event and a programme should be 

printed with a welcome from the Chairman. 
• no comment is needed regarding pricing for bar and catering. 
• the current wording for the marathon distance will be retained with an amendment to have 

Section B as close to the maximum distance as possible. 
• there will a requirement to have at least one Council member involved with each prize giving. 
• that the event would not receive any contribution from start fees but BC would reserve the 

right to invest money into any relevant aspect of the event organisation. Further aspects of 
this discussion were deemed to be confidential by the British Carriagedriving Council.  

• the tender will include a note that it is preferred to have electric hook up and stabling offered. 
• a box will be included asking for details of additional aspects of the event to make it a 

championship venue, with a list of potential points which BC would expect to be covered. 
• in future years, consideration will be given to the number of events on the same site although 

2 events will be accepted in 2018. 
CS will finalise the tender document and it will be sent to event organisers as soon as possible after 
its final review. 

10 Finance including start fees for 2018 
BF noted that there was a difference between the start fees charged for National and Regional 
events which he felt was not justified. DW proposed making them the same as 2017 with Regionals 
increased in line with National Events. This was seconded by JR and agreed unanimously. 

11 2018 Training Clinics 
At the pre-season training event at Cricklands on 9th / 10th March, Christina Woollacott will lead a 
training day for club judges. 
AF noted she had booked Arena UK to run a clinic for people who wished to start judging at club 
level. She sought funding from the SDF and hoped this would be matched by BC as the cost of the 
arena is £800 + VAT. Live turnouts and feedback from experienced judges will be available and 
prospective judges invited to bring writers. This will take place on 27th January. Lunch will not be 
included although tea and coffee will be provided. CS suggested local clubs, who would benefit from 
more judges, might be willing to contribute. AF noted that a maximum of 36 delegates can be 
accommodated. CS suggested charging £30 for 18 delegates which would raise around half the 
money. He felt that BC and SDF could share the balance. It was noted that the experienced judges 
and drivers may need expenses and AF into the reference to parking charges in the small print. PA 
proposed that BC commit to a maximum contribution of £300. JI seconded this proposal which was 
agreed unanimously 
AF noted a stewards clinic at Bennington 3rd Feb and on 10th February there will be a backsteppers 
clinic. AF will send MK details next week. 
JR reported that Philippa Thompson was working on details for a club judges clinic in the North. JB 
suggested running a repeat clinic at Bury Farm in Nov 2018 as the arena was already booked. AF 
suggested another venue could be in Scotland at Morris Equestrian Centre if a date could be found 
out of season. JR will confirm dates and venues for the CD clinics within the next 10 days. 

12 Torch Trophy Trust - Awards Nominations 2018 
Further aspects of this discussion were deemed to be confidential by the British Carriagedriving 
Council. 

13 Journalist of the Year 
MK noted the BEF awarded this annually and had requested nominations. Further aspects of this 
discussion were deemed to be confidential by the British Carriagedriving Council. 

14 Committee Reports 
1. F&GP: CS noted there had not been any meetings recently although a meeting is planned in 

the near future. 
2. Competitions including Breckland request to hold YH and Evo qualifiers: DW noted 

that Ashfields was hosting a Novice Qualifier at a club event followed shortly by Novice 
classes at the National event, giving local drivers an increased option to qualify. It was 
agreed that this was not ideal but not a major issue.  
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DW felt that the qualification classes requested by Breckland should be approved. It was felt 
that approval should be conditional, as this is a new club, on the schedule detailing 
sufficiently experienced officials as noted in Annex 18 of the BC Rule Book. 

3. Rules: CS noted the FEI had sent a revised draft of the rules. The driving Committee had 
taken on board feedback from the NFs, including those we submitted. Talking in cones 
remains, as does the change in marathon penalties and the option of an arena based warm 
up to replace Section A has been introduced. Clarification on back and body protectors has 
been added and the second transfer removed. Young drivers will retain the option to include 
horses in the team. CS will prepare a note for the next meeting, after discussion with the 
Rues Committee, to consider which rules will be adopted by BC. 

4. Judges: JR noted that a further application for a probationary judge had been received from 
Yvonne Blachford who was a ridden dressage judge but had no driving experience. AF noted 
plans to provide her with experience at Midlands Carriagedriving events and her approval 
was agreed unanimously.  
JR reported that a new test to replace BHDTA 1A (2009) had been received but will not 
include canter. MK noted she could list this in the Yearbook if it had a name, even if it was 
not yet written and BC Test 2 100 (2018) or BC Test 2 80 (2018) were agreed as the 
nomenclature for the new test. AF will send suggestions for the content from the recent 
UKCC meeting. 

5. Health and Safety: No report received. 
Working Groups 

6. Training: AF reported the UKCC Level 3 team met and discussed issues with unqualified 
coaches and the options for the new dressage test. Despite difficulties, UKCC will continue 
rather than create a bespoke programme for BC. AF will attend a meeting regarding this next 
week. 
DW asked about the progression of CDs and TDs wishing to gain experience at National 
events and suggested a 2 step process via Regional events should be introduced. MK will 
add an extra category to the Officials List. 
DW proposed Malcolm Aickin as a Regional TD. This was seconded by JR and agreed 
unanimously. 

15 Any other reports 
1. Office: CS asked if anyone had suggestions for Yearbook articles. MK noted biosecurity, the 

action of common driving bits and a report from Minden had been arranged so far. MK asked 
if JB’s article should have a disclaimer. CS suggested including the wording, “Advice in this 
article reflects my own practice but if in doubt seek veterinary advice,” and MK will add this to 
JB’s article. 

2. Event Organisers Meeting: MK had circulated the meeting notes. Selection event issues 
and start fees have already been discussed. The need for a second scoring licence was 
agreed. JB noted that the system allowed you to practice but not print although PA noted it 
was helpful to have this ability as it was this stage which often caused problems. PA 
proposed a second licence is purchased which was seconded by DW and agreed 
unanimously. The 200 Club will be asked if they can contribute. 
CS noted the agreement to look into the lack of a rule to specify what happens if a person 
leaves the cones arena. CS will consult with the Rules Committee. CS noted it would impose 
a requirement on the event organiser to mark the edge of the arena. DL felt that the intention 
was to avoid elimination unnecessarily. 

3. Affiliated Club Meeting: MK had circulated the meeting notes. CS noted it was difficult to 
impose rules onto the clubs but, through collaboration with the larger clubs, a set of 
guidelines to standardise the processes for clubs regarding competence assessment and 
class progression would be an advantage. CS noted this would be for the 2019 season due 
to the time needed for consultation. 
CS noted the suggestion of offering the indoor champion a ticket to enter the National 
Championships. CS noted this was a good idea in principle but had problems with the 
transition to the demands of outdoor events. An entry to the Evolution class had been 
suggested but CS felt this might produce someone who would be too competent at the that 
level of competition. JI suggested a free entry for the Novice Horse and Pony Indoor 
Champions to the Evolution class and this was agreed. DL will take this proposal to Dick 
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Carey. It was noted that Indoor novices are classified as not having competed at an outdoor 
National. Entering a National or Regional event during the following season would not 
preclude them from entering the Evolution class at the Championships. 

4. Saddlers Meeting: AF attended on behalf of BC and confirmed that the training grant and 
prizes had been approved. She noted the request from the Company to include saddle or 
harness fitting in the 2019 training bid. AF noted she had suggested a stand at the National 
Championships to highlight harness fitting. JB suggested Bury Farm and PA suggested 
Bywell as additional venues. 

5. BEF Council meeting and overview of the General Data Protection Regulation: CS 
noted he had attended a BEF meeting dealing with this topic and action was needed by BC 
to be compliant with the proposed new GDPR. He will circulate this document to Council and 
this will be added to the next agenda. The need for events to manage data also needs 
immediate attention as BC might be fined even if it is an event that transgressed. CS felt 
clubs were independent although the issue around clubs was a greyer area.  

16 Dates and venues for 2018 Council meetings 
CS asked for views regrading weekend meetings. He noted MK did not work weekends. While most 
Council members agreed they could attend a winter meeting at a weekend, it was agreed that 
midweek meetings were preferred. JI noted she cannot do weekends as there are no return flights on 
a Saturday. It was agreed to keep midweek meetings but move the venue, hopefully nearer BF in 
Birmingham and one in the north. MK will organise a Doodle poll for the weeks beginning 14th and 
22nd January. 

17 AOCB 
MK asked for confirmation that the newsletter and membership renewal form should be sent to 
members by e-mail where possible and this was agreed. She noted that this may impact on the 200 
Club as the letter inviting members to join was included with this mail shot. 
MK asked for confirmation of the new membership categories which qualified for a deduction on a 
club’s affiliation. It was agreed that Young, Associate and Full would be retained and International 
added. 
PA suggested writing to Ian Gilbert and Barry Hilditch to thank them for their additional contribution 
to F&GP and Competitions Committees. 
CS referred to an e-mail from David Smith, highlighting issues with the differences between 
withdrawal and retirement, which meant you were unable to enter the cones if you did not start the 
marathon. It was agreed to keep the rule as it was at present which is in line with the FEI. 
CS raised the issue of sponsorship and reiterated his desire to create a good sponsorship package. 
PA noted the incentives offered through the sponsorship opportunities at the Northumberland County 
Show. Options to put company logos on paperwork, competitor numbers or T-shirts were noted. CS 
felt BC should be trying to find a principal sponsor who would contribute to the whole series of 
events. JB noted that commercial sponsors had to put proposals above a predetermined amount to 
their boards and identify measurable targets which would be difficult to achieve in a small sport such 
as driving trials. CS drew attention to the need to identify what is on offer for sponsors in 2018 which 
was the immediate concern. JI noted how she offered a hospitality marquee with lunch at Hopetoun. 
PA felt this can work even if the sponsor is a competitor. JB felt this could be an option for BC to 
offer this at the NCs or to contribute towards the marquee offered by the organiser. It was agreed 
that an addition would need to be added to the tender document. JB felt that BC could offer to fund it 
as long as the organiser made the arrangements. Further aspects of this discussion were deemed to 
be confidential by the British Carriagedriving Council. 
As there was no further business, the Chairman closed the meeting at 3.30pm and thanked the 
directors for attending. 
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